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ABOUT THIS BOOK

Mainstreaming presents special issues, problems, and opportuni-
ties to the administrator who wishes to integrate his or her program
for harldicapped and nonhandicapped preschoolers. What must that ad-
ministrator consider as he or she plans a mainstream preschool pro-
gram? Indeed, how will the administrator decide whether or not main-
streaming will work for a particular program? Problematic issues are
numerous, complex, and often difficult to sort. Decisions about
whether or not or how to conduct a mainstream program require weigh-
ing alternatives and hometimes choosing among important educational
Olds. Likewise, the decision to place a preschool handicapped child
in a mainstream setting requires consideration of many factors con-
cerning the child's and the family's needs.

Purpose and Audience

The purpos4 of this book is to help administrators sort out the
'key issues related to preschool mainstreaming so they can make in-
formed decisions about *their'programs and the children they serve.
Chapters identify and organize several issues for the tead.er.. The
text provides perspective on the issues but does not seek to provide
answers. Neither does this book attempt to take a stand for or .-
against main streaming preschool children. Rather, the intent is to
help the reader examine those issues that he or she should consider
When making program decisions regarding preschool mainstreaming.

The book has been written first and foremost for administrators
who are responsible for the earW education of handicapped children.
It should also be useful to preschool teachers and parents of young
handicapped children, since they, too, face most of the issues dis-
cussed.

Organization

The book is .divided into four chapters. Chapter One deals with
four fundamental programmatic issues: understanding the purposes of
mainstreaming; evaluating the feasibility of mainstreaming for a pre-
school program; determining an appropriate mainstream setting' for a
child; and finding and creating opportunities to mainstream pre-
schoolers. 0
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Chapter Two addre ssesthe issue of personnel training (perhaps
the most important issue facing administrators and preschool teachers)
by first describing ,idiosyncrasies in early childhood 'mainstreaming
that affect personnel ttaining and then listing specific training -
needs as viewed from three perspectives: those of preschool teachers,
administrators responsible for brining., and parents.

Chapter Three focuses on the Chcild. The chapter examines the
handicapped child's characteristics ,and likelihood for success or
difficulty in a mainstream program, an importan.factor when deciding
whether or not to mainstream. The chapter explores how and to what
degree the child's-characteristics can shape instructional decisions
once he or she is in a mainstream setting, and which packs of a main-
stream curriculum are particularly relevant for handicapped pre-
schools. Chapter Three also identifies some questions'. whose answers
colild increase our understanding of the factors that ensure a suc-
cessful mainstream placement.-

Chapter Four explores the much-neglected area of family concerns
related .to presehOol mainstreaming. The author discusses the impact
of mainstreaming on the parents of handicapped and nonhandicapped
children,' pointing out that mainstreaming can sometimes be beneficial
for the child and yet d_ ifficult for the parents. The chapter in-
cludes a discussion of the impact parents can have, on a mainstream
program. Suggestions for facilitating mainstreaming are presented.

'Strategies that focus on preparing parents and children for -main-
streaming as well as strategies to provide ongoing support in the
mainstream are delineated.

How This Book Was Developed

The idea for this book was bo'rn as plans for a workshop on main-
streaming preschool handicapped children . were being /made. The work-
sho planning committee (brought together by TADS) wrestled with the
q stion of how to explore the many isflues they had identified and
th n communicate the results to a wider audience. The planning com-
mit e decided to set aside the day before the workshOp for an in-
depth discussion of those issues and to invite to that "day of dis-
cussion" individuals with extensive, but differing, experiences in
preschool mainstreaming.

To assure a range of perspectives, the 26 participants included
individuals who had conducted research, designed and provided train-
ing, and developed and administered exemplary programs in preschool
mainstreaming. The group reflected the perspectives of state educa-
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tion agencies, local education agencies, Head Start programs, private
daycare providers, universities, and parents of handicapped children.
Most participants brought experience in two qr more of these areas.
The participants are introduced in the following section', "About the
Discussants."

1

The participarits were organized into discussion groups and asp
signed' a cluster of issues general programmatic and admini-.
strative concerns, child concerns, family concerns, and training con-
cerns). Chairpersons were appointed for each group, and a set of
specific questions was sent to the members of each group to help them
prepare for the. discussion. The chapters are based in .large measure
on what was shared during the respective discussions.
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Chapter 1

Fundamental Issues in Preschool Mainstreaming
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Chapter 1

Fundamental Issues in Preschool Mainstreaming

The .concept and practice of mainstreaming continue to be
among the most controversial issues in the field of ed.ication and
child development. 'At first glance it seems unusual that a con-
cept designed to encourage educational programs to accommodate
both handicapped and nonhandicapped children in the same settipg
would engender such intense controversy.. This is especially the
case at the preschool level, since programs tend to be flexible,
qualities °then than academic achlevemen't are of primary concern,
developmental differences occur widely as part of the natural
course of events, a range of chronological ages is often repre-
sented in the program, and children's ideas with regard to the
meaning of individual differences seem more malleable. Yet a
careful analysisof the implications of mainstreaming reveals that
it does in fact pose significant challenges, to existing practices.
Issues of staff training, .resource allocation, institutional
change, and parental versus child needs; developmental issues. of
potential benefit or harm; and legal arid administrative problems
are only a few indicatiOns of.the difficult questions raised by
the prospect of mainstreaming. But perhaps more important, for
many individuals mainstreaming challenges established attitudes
and values.

-3-
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UNDERSTANDING THE PURPOSES OF MAINSTREAMING.

Insight into the purposes of mainstreaming can be obtained
from rationales that have been proposed by various individuals and
groups, including parents, educators, researchers, administrators,
professional organizations, and public officials. Here is a sam-
pling of comments:

o "Specialized or segregated education has not worked,.
Childrep do not progress any *etter in these settings."

o "Separation is second-class citizenship and results in
fewer' resources and a lower quality of education."

o "The historical and na ral prejudices of society again\at
difference cannot be countered unless constructive and
meaningful opportunities for contact with handicapped chil-
dren are provided."

o "Fear of someone who is different can only be, alleviated
through experience with that person."

o "Attitudes toward the handicapped form at early ages.
Mainstreaming must occur no later than during the preschool
years." 4

o "Variations in huMan development occur on a continuum, and
there is no discrete point at which individuals can be
characterized as handicapped."

o "Labelling young children is a questionable practice. It
is imprecise and can harm children by becoming a self-
fulfilling prophecy."

o "Prosocial behaviors of empathy, helping, and cooperating
can be fostered in nonhandicapped children in mainstreamed
settings."

o "Mainstreamed environments are more stimulating and chal-
lenging than special environments."

o "All children need models to encourage development, and
mainstreamed settingq provide better-models for handicapped
children than do segregated settings,"

-4.-
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o "Social skills are best learned through active interaction
with highly responsive, normally developing children."

o "Friendships between handicapped and nonhandioapped eh
dren can only, form if they have shared experiences.,"

o "Mainstreamed classes tend to 'focus more on the strengths ,
rather than on the weaknesses of children."

o "Learning to cope with, people and environments handicapped
children will encounter throughout their lives c not occur
too soon."

o "Teacihers and parents set more .realistic expectations for
children in r ainstreampd settings."

From this sa piing of statements supporting mainstreaming,
two themes emerg The first theme reflects tape humanistic and
and social goals mainstreaming. Efforts to improve children-Fr3
understanding o individual differences; to foster helping behav-
iors, friendship's, and acceptance; and to modify ,attiti4des reflect
these basw. The' second theme is found in contentions that effec-
tive eductthonal andfidevelopmental p.rdkrams can be carried out in
a mainstreamed setting, with unique potential benefits to handi-
capped children resulting from participation in such a setting.
That mainstreaming provides a more stimulating environment, teaches
skills for coping with difficult situations, and provides the op-
portunity to learn appropriate social skills; and that there is no
adv'antage in specialized programs, are examples of comments con-
sistent with this latter theme.

Balancing Two Principles Established by Law

In addition to educational rationales, therearose a legal
incentive for mainstreaming from a variety of court decisions and
legislave enactments. The legal basis for educating handicapped
and nonhandicapped children in the same setting is,' of course,
found in P.L. 94-142, which directs educators to place handicapped
children in the least restrictive environment. Specifically, the
law states that each public agency is responsible for ensuring:

*.

that to the maximum e xtent appropriate, handi-
capped children, including Children in public
or private institutions or other care facili-
ties, are educated with children who'Atre not

17
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handicapped, and that special classes, separate
schooling, or other removal of handicapped "
children from the regular educational erwiron-
ment occurs only when the nature or severity
of thes4 handicap is such that education in reg-
ular classes with the used of supplementary
aids and services cannot be achieved satisfac-
tonily.

Other provisions of the law specify that in addition to tak-
ing place in tlyk least restrictive environment, the education must
be appropriate. In a ense, these two principles -- least re,-
strictive placement and viding an, appropriate education
serve to balance the im awe of children participating in as
typical a setting as posh e with their need for a specialized
educational environment a d services.

The least restrictive principle can be aligned with the theme
of humanistic and social goals in mainstreaming, and the concept
of appropriateness parallels the, theme of providing a sound educa-
tional/developmental experience for handicapped children. A par-
allel between these principles and the two themes that emerged in
rationale statements can be noted.

The mechanism for balancing these goals can be found in the
individualized educational program (MP) developed for each handi-
capped child. Since numerous factors must be considered in order
to accommodate these two principles in practice and to truly indi-
vidualize education, a continuum of program alternatives must be
available. (This is true whether or not mainstreaming programs
are carried out within the framework of P.L. 94-142.)

At one end of the continuum is the enrollment of handicapped
children in regular nursery or preschool programs. In this situa-
tion,4the, staff usually' consists of early childhood educators with
little or no specific training in'the field of special education.
Handicapped children usually constitute anywhere from five to
twenty percent of the class. Specialists are available; certain
environmental, equipment, and program accommodations are made; and
IEPs are carried out within the framework of 'general °lag's rou-
tines-. Apart from these modifications, handicapped children are
considered' as full and integral members of the class and are eu
pected to adopt and comply with the rules and patterns establighed
by that programts model.



At the other end of the continuum, with respect to degree of
interaction, are programs ddsigned specially for handicapped 'chit-
dren which inolude specific experiences with nonhandicapped ohil7
Oen in nearby settings. These program may be referred to as',
"integrated," rather than "mainstreamed," and the staff members have'
training in special education perhaps with backgrounds combin-
ing early childhood and special education. Routines are'clearly
established by the principles and practices defined by the special
program. Contact with nonhandicapped children is usually limited
to unstructured and less formal situations such as play, snacks,
or field trips. Although nonhandicapped children may participate
at other times and in other actiVities, their. primary' classroom
remains the regular nursery.

Variations which exist between these two extremes include
programs that alter the proportions of the above features. If the
physical setting and other relationships permit, arrangement, ,.can
be made for some handicapped children primarily enrolled in spe-
cialized settings to spend substantial portions of their day; in a
regular nursery. Similarly; handicapped children enrolls in a
regular nursery may be able to participate in needed sp alized
and intensive activities with. other handicapped children i a spe -
cialized program for certain portions of their day. '

Although an array of possibilities may be conceived as truly-
integrated- (where the identities.of two separate programs appear
to blend toegether), this is rarely the case, and a primary place-
ment for each child is almost always established. That primary
placement decision has many significant implications. Not only is
the staffing pattern 'different for specialized and regular early
education programs, but the type of administrative org ization
the funding source, and even the type of educational -pro-
vided usually differs for these two types of primary pla .ents.

Perhaps as .a means of countering some of these restrictions,
an alternative has developed which is unique to early childhood
programs. Generally referred to as "reverse mainstreaming," the
primary program is a Specialized one for handicapped ,Children.
However, in contrast to other modelsvnormally developing children
are enrolled full-time in the program and usually constitute 30 to
50 percent orilie number of children. The staffing pattern
may mix early childhood and Special education teachers, but the
dominant program is geared to the handicapped. children.

-7-
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-Mainstreamin ecision-Makin Process

Mainstreaming s first and foremost a dynamic and ongoing de-
cision-making process that addresses the individual needs of ohil'7.
dren. This process is guided by two goals. The first goal is to
maximize a handicapped child's participation'and involvement with
nonhandicapped children. This must be consistent with the human-
istic and social goals of mainstreaming that stress access, social
integration; and the formation of appropriate attitudes. The se-
cond goal is to ensure' that every child receives the most appro-
priate education possible.' Careful reviews of program options,
poisible modifications, and resources needed are essential parts
of this process.

In some instances, these two goals coincide; iri other installr
ces compromise must be made. Furthermore, although changes in
programs must be made td accommodate handicapped children and ad-
ditional resources are often needed, mainstreaming does not re-
quire a radical departure from a program's original goals and 'ori-
entation: Finally, .mainstreaming encourages the development of
new and creative models for serving handicapped chikiren and their
families.

EVALUATING A MAINSTREAM PRESCHOOL PROGRAM

The objectives and related evaluation of mainstreamed pro-
grams can be organized around `two general questions:

* Does the program meet the educational and developmental
needs of all children in the program while retaining the
fundamental assumptions and structural integrity of the
program's model?

ip the program compatible with the humanistic and social
goals of mainstreaming?

Specific Evaluation

Direct 'observations, assessments by staff, inspection of
records, child .Performance ratings, and interviews with children
are all straightforward techniques for evaluating the effectiveness
of mainstreaming. The following questions relate to the lesiva of
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keeping the program's ctrigirral model intact and meeting the educa-
tional and developmental needs of all children:

* Does the daily "flow" of activities occur as usual?

* Do administrators and teaohers feel their activities are
compatible with their program's theoretical approach to
education and development?

* Has a comprehensive assessment of each child's development
been carried out?

* Are the IEPs feasible, particularly those relate% to social
development!' and are they being achieved at an acceptable
rate?

4

* Are adequate support seivices available for children with
special. needs?

* Are all children receiving the kinds of attention they
need? .

* Do interacpons seem comfortable, and is the emotional cli-
mate wall and accepting?'

* Do the parents of both handicapped and nonhandicapped chil-
dren seem satisfied?

If the answer to all of these questions is "yes," then there
is every indication that the mainstream program will meet the edu-
cational and developmental needs of all children and will retain
the fundamental assumptions and structural integrity of 'the origi-

nal model.

The following questions relate to the unique circumstances
that exist in mainstream classrooms that are likely to support the
development of hindicapped children:

* Are nonhandicapped children responsive to, ancildo they ad-
just their communicative interactions and styles in accor-,
dance with theft companion's developmental level .or. type
of harpdicaP? (For example, changes in the ukof-gistures

ior variations in the choice of complex syntactical forms
can stimulate communicative 'development.)

-9-
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* Do parallel play activitiessinclude both handicapped and
nonhandicapped children, and are there a sufficient number
of situations where modelling of advanced social, linguis-
tic, and play behaviors olcurs?

* Are there sufficient opportunities for nonhandicappe0 chil-
dren to act as tutors or agents of change in appropriate
educational or therapeutic activities?

The following questions relate to the task of assuring that-
the program is compatible with the humanistic and social. goals of
maindtreaming:

* Are there sufficient instances of positive social interac-
tions between handicapped and nonhandicapped children?

* Are handicapped children included in many of the usual
group play activities?

* Is there a "general absence of inappropriate comments or
signs of rejection of the handicapped children by their
nonhandicapped classmates?

* Do nonhandicapped children adjust their social and play ac-
tivities to try to include the handicapped children?

-ssidithere evidence that nonhandicapped dhildren see the
strengths as well as the deficits of the handicapped chil-.-tiren?

Humanistic and Social Goals
_

Evaluating attainment of .the humanistic and social goals of
iiiIiiostreaming is a subjective. and difficult task. Teachers and
.:"0444atstrators have formed clearcriteria for determining if IEP

;.,.;Akjeeiikres are being met. And, they have fairly well-developed
-:71'tetpectationd vwith regard to program flow, the distribution of
---.1'-',.,-1(eficher activities, etc. Experienced teachers are also likely to

,,Ative a tirm perspective in social development, including peer-'
3

ie ''CI:4641ated social developments However; although issues of social
,integ-rhtiOn'and attitudes related to 'handicapped children are cow!

by many proponents to be the cornerstone of mainstreaming,
.;: teachers and administrators have far .less upderstanding of these

..i1o4eCts of mainstreaming.

-10-
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. Some guidance for judging whethei mainstretping is working in
this regard can be provided by emphasizing the multidimensional
nature of the term "s al integration."4 At one level, the term .

implies social interac acceptance, of and participation with
handicapped children joiht activities is another level. Actual
friendship is perhaps the highest form of social integration that
can occur between handicapped and nonhandicapped children.

At our present stage of understanding, rules governing judg-.
ments, of this matter are simply not available. - How much social
integration defines an effective program? In how .many activities
must handica ed children be involved .to be considered "accepted"?
No hard arid, fast rules are to be found. We may have to be content
with considering programs as effective if: 1) all children appear
to be forming social relationships and developing social skills at
a rate expected for their own level and limitations (goals related
to appropriateness); and 2) handicapped children are not experi-
encing undue rejection or isolation from the larger peer .group.

It is important to remember that many handicapped children
find it difficult to est4blish effective peer relationships in any
setting.. These developmental expectations must be considered in
the judgment process. Clusters of children form along many dimen-
sions -- .age, attractiveness, socioeconomic status, sex, physical
skills, etc. That these clusters form and may not generally in-
clude certain handicapped children shotild not necessarily be
viewed as a failure of mainstreaming but can he seen as a reflec-,
tion of normal processes of interpersonal attraction. 'Handicapped
children may well form their own "handicapped" clusters, as they
would in specialized settings, and the clusters may vary 'from ac-
tivity to activity. Concern is justified if mainstreaming creates
a situation which isolates certain children and' prohibits natural
groupings and regroupings.

Assessments of Children

A series of child assessments can be made as a final check
for the effectiveness of mainstreaming. Standardized or criterion-
referenced instruments usually used by y-a ppgram can serve as a
basis to, determine if children are progressing. Nornia,tive expec-
tations, projections 'based on a child's previous levels of devel-
opment, and similar estimates can provide useful guides to judge
how well children have"progressed. Often administered on a pre-
and posttest basis, the selection of instruments will vary from
program to prograM and will emphasize the pri1i1y goals of that

23
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m odel. Yet for those interested in a more systematic aosessment ,

of their mainstreaming efforts, administrators and teachers should
attend to the following:

* Since mainstreaming has strong expectations (and concerns) . ..,..*:.:'.

in relation to a child's social development, it is. wise to'.
1 i. ::::

include standardized measures that. reflect this developken-:;!.'',
'AO domain. Personal'characterfstics such as creativity, '':
resiliency, problem-solving orientation,. independence, . -,*: :;
willingness to explore, and social competence in general .. ..,

should also' be assessed. .,.

. ,. ,
* Similarly, various socioNtric techniques that assess pebsr: ..::

acceptance and peer preference (peer ratings; peer noinina-

.. . .
-..,

tions, and teacher ratings). may be useful.

* Summary reports from specialists following the child (esIg:,
physical therapists) should be obtained to ensure. that
these areas have been attended to satisfactorily. .,

v

Adjusting Expectations to Various Program pOptions

Despite the wide array of program options to mainstream or
integrate, most observers agree that goals should remain the same,
even if the handicapped child spends only one -half hour daily in-
tegrated with nonhandicapped children. We still must meet. 411 the
educational, developmental, and social needs of that child.

Da.

Though the. general goals of mainstreaming .remain the same,
our expectations should vary, with the program option. The forma-
tion of true friendships oil. the degree of social acceptance that
can be expected will vary with' the extent of contact between hand-
icapped and nonhandicapped children. For a program in which inte-
gration occurs only during free-play, for example, handicapped
children are likely to be perceived as that "other" group.

4. 4 .

DETERMINING AN APPROPRIATE MAINSTREAM' SETTING

A mainstream setting may present certain disi;dvantaies f r
the handicapped child. Highly intensive and individualized th
py or instruction may not be available in a regular nursery. The
social competence that can emerge from the mainstream experience

-12-
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may or may not, offset the absence of..thesespecialized services.
In'theory,trade-offs need not occur. In practice,. however, the.
array of quality, options is never sufficient, and goals often Seem,.
iricompatible with one dhOther. Parents, teachers, and administra-
tors constantly 4ace,difficult 'placement decisions.

Sometimes, retisonable arguments can suggest that a decision
f. to mainstream a child may pose certainv hazards::

** "The handicapped child's seit-esteem.can be peimanently in-
, jured: by continual failure to live up to the standards of

His or her peers."

"Mairistream 'programs can be highly restrictive, Since fewer
'peers' are available for establishing positive social re-
lationships."

* "Highly specialized services cannot be 'provided in most.
normal nursery settings."

* "It can be demeaning and disruptive to shift children to
another class during play and lunch."

* "Regular early childhood-leachers are not trained to work
with handicapped children and are not confident of their
skills in this area."

* "Nonhandicapped children can lose out, since so much time
and energy must be devoted to the few who are handicapped:

* "Fear, negativism, and cruelty often characterize the rela-
tionships.,between handicapped and norlhandicapped children,
much more so than acceptance, understanding, and support."

* "Handicapped children need structure. and direction. Main-
stream environments can be overly stimulating and disori-
enting."

'These descriptions of ,mainstreaming are all plausible. Those
who have developed mainstream programs recognize that theite is
often 'a fine line that separates those instances in which main-
streaming .succeeds from those' in which the. experience .is highly
unsatisfactory from all points of view. Success 'or failure is,
however, well within one's understanding and control. Specifical-
ly, whether or not placement of a child in a mainstream setting is
appropriate depends to 'a large extent on well-informed-assessments

-13-
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of key program factors. By evaluating each factor in relation to
the range of program options available, effective placement deci-
sions can be made. Brief descriptions of some key factors are
noted below.

Quality of the Program
There is, of course, no substitute for a thoughtfully de-
signed, well-organized program. Systems of in- service trains.
ing, parent inVolvement, staff spperviaioni and data collec-
tion; a well-articulated and coherently presented philosophy;
and corresponding goals and objectives are bnly a few of the
characteristics that should be evident.

Developmental Model of the Program "--
Various progra philosophles and orientations (e.g., Montes-
sori, cognitive, ehavioral) may differ in terms of their
ability to meet t the needs of handicapped children. Careful
attention should t6 paid to the extent and _nature of class-
room activaies (e:g.,. degree of structure associated with
each modeff to determine teat program which is most suitable

(to a child's learning style and developmental needs.

Spatial Layout of the Classroom, Toy Selection, and Other
.

Axe examinitTion 617 the physical characteristics of the class-
room can provide an important insight into.whetlker a child

'can be effectiVely served by the program. Safety is, of
course, one consideration. In 'addition, space and equipment
arrangements can indicate the extent to which social,interac-
tions will be fostered. An important question to ask is:
"Can existing spaces be'modified to meet any special needs?"

Structural Factors

Level of Teacher Trainin and Preparation for
Mainstreaming --
As in any Classrooln, the teacher determinee thet effectiveness
of a program. In mainstream programs, a teacher's attitude,
sensitivity, and willingness to explore new models, curricu-
la, and teaching, techniques may distinguish success from
failure. Careful consideration of the experience and type of
teacher training, and particularly the teacher's preparation
for mainstreaming, is essential. These factors indicate Mn
interest in mainstreaming and the confidencep teacher likely
will have in a heterogeneous group of children.

-14-
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aufficiiiiirorta *1St- yey .airailabl...0'erisure that ati chil-
siren receive adequate attention.*;.:Staffmembers must...know how

. ,to prog 'One Jadtor to consider is the
availability 'of aides or volunteeiEi who. can help maintain the

of qiaisOonv activities. '

4

Reaou roe Pettion net
The avaiblbiliThior speCialists from.different

.ccaimoAi Specialized kograms: Arrangemepts must be, made
for either direet..ServieeS or consultation to teaching .staff
to ensure that the multidisciplinary program required for

.most handicaPped. children can be implemented in a mainstream
setting. .

Ratio of Handicapped to Nonhandicapped 'Children --
Kraa-a-rirent of this factor he to determine the primary fo-
cus of the.program and corresponding staffing patterns and
has important social development implications. When handi-
capped children are a small minority in a classroom, limits
may be Aced on possible peer relationships.

Se_verity of Handicap --
Perhaps the most significant factor is the severity of a
child's handicap. This factor is 'so pervasive that it af-
fects the extent of the modifications that may be necessary
in virtually all other areas. Judgments, of the willingness
and capability, of a program to adjust to children whose ,hand-
icaps vary in tei-ms of severity 'are important when deciding
the degree to which a particular child' can, benefit from that
program.

Preparation of Haridicapped and NonhandicaiRed
Children --
ParqTallarry for children with significant" handicaps, the ef-
forts a program makes to ensure that rionhandicapped children
clearly understand the 'nature of handicapping conditions and
the program's plans for activities to debunk myths and alle-
viate fears should be.exa,Mined: Moreover, programs should be
assessed in terms of how they propose to prepare the handi-
capped children for mainstreaming. The handicapped child's
abilfty to cope with difficult questions from classmates,.
negative comments, or staring could be enhanced byeghoughtful

ip

and sensitive preParation.
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Chronological' Age of Paticipants
Especially 'for chtldren with developmental .delays, the ctiron-
olbgioal ages of children in the program should be consid-
ered. The presience of children at similar developmental lev-
els should help foster social in and the formation
of"peer relationships.

Interpersonal Skills of Children'-
Negative styles of interacting and of children's orientation
to peers (anxious, rejecting, withdrawn, overactive) can, of
course, interfere with any carefully developed program. If
extremes of these interpersonal behaviors are present,c alter-
native placements and therapies should be considered.

A list such as this is certainly not exhaustive but can help
to sensitize administrators, parents, and teachers to some of the
key factors that should influence the placement of a child in a
mainstream- setting.

Placement decisions are highly personal and subjective; they
rely on experience and clinical judgment or intuition, and they
are often influenced by competing thoughts and feelings that are
difficult to articulate. Gathering the informatiOn is a major
task and requires extensive and unabashed probing to learn what a
program currently offers and the extent to Which the program is
able and willing to extend. itself. In all instances, it is impor-
tant to be well-informed, honest, realistic, humane, fair, and, of
course, willing, to make the hard decisions.

FINDING AND CREATING OPPO#TUNITIES FOR MAINSTREAMING

Most states and local communities do not provide public edu-
cation for nonhandicapped .preschool children, so mainstreaming op-
tions for preschoolers are liMited. Even. if a school system does
develop some limitctd programs for nonhandicapped preschoolers in
order to prtVide al mainstream environment for handicapped children,
it seems inevitable that legal 'maims would be raised concerning
criteria used to 'select the nonhandicapped children.

Now then can local systems and agencies provide 'mainstream
.exPeriences below regular school age? A ,number of possibilities
exist, but each requires the formation bfinew relationships and
new modes of interagency, collaboration. 'For example, public
schools can:
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*. contract with agencies or organizations (Head Start, day .

care centers) that can provide a mainstream environment;

* develop some preschool programs for limited populations of
nonhandicapped children in order to provide a mainstream
environment for the handicapped preschoolers who must be
served;

* enter into jointly funded and controlled preschool programs
which meet both private preschool obligations and public
school handicap requirements and objectives;

* enlist community and parent support and establish some vol-
unteer efforts to create integrated preschool experiences.

Other public and private agencies serving handicapped pre-
schoolers can cooperate with day 'care agencies, private nurseries,
or other programs to provide contact with nonhandicapped children.

Cleaily, interagency ventures can be difficult to set up and
carry out.. Coordination problems are often compounded by the fact
that a contractual relationship between agencies serving handi-
capped children raises issues of staff qualifications, performance
standards, monitoring, and evaluation:- Requirements these
areas may be perceived as infringements on the rights of nursery
schools or day care programs to Operate as thiey.see fit, making
them less willing to include handicapped preschoolers in their
programs.

SUMMARY

Mainstreaming at the preschool level involves a decision-mak
ing process that seeks to find the right balance between two
goals: 1) providing educational and developmental experiences
most appropriate for each handicapped preschooler; and 2) provid-
ing thy, greatest opportunity for each handicapped preschooler to
enjoy the benefits of interacting with and relating to nonhandi-
capped peers.

'These two goals are often, but not always, compatible. To
determine which programs and children are suitable for mainstream-
ing, many factors must be considered. 4 The effectiveness of a' par-
ticular mainstreaming program should be judged ,by how well it

-17-
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meets the educational needs of all the children involved while
maintaining the integrity of Its basic educational model, and by dub
how compatible its operations are with the social and humanistic
goals of mainstreaming.' Determining the appropriateness of a
mainstream setting for a given child requires a careful examina
tion of several factors. Providing mainstream opportunities for
handicapped preschoolers is difficult, since public schools do not
typically provide 'the settings for integrating handicapped and
nonhandicapped preschoolers. Creative strategies to foster inter-.
agency planning and coordination are thiwefore essential.
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Chapter/

A

Personnel Training for Mainstre

Young Handicapped Children

The concept of mainstreaming has had a significant impact on
our current educational values and practices. An outgrowth of a
changing philosophy about the purposes of education, about what
constitutes a worthWhile educational curriculum, and about the
rights of handicapped persons, mainstreaming has fueled the fires
for further change. Consequently, as handicapped and nonhandi-
capped children are now being integrated in educational settings,
a great many human service personnel.face new professional respon-
sibilities. They find themselves working in expanded job ,roles,
in new types of service arrangements, and with a changing popula-
tion oft children.

How does all this affect personnel training? What new train-
ing needs are being created as professionals are asked to work
with combined groups of handicapped and nonhandicapped youngsters?
How can training be made available:to the thousands of practition-
ers who are becoming a part of mainstreaming programs? This chap-
ter will explore these questions by:

o identifying some of the unique conditions and special con-
sider ons that affect the planning and delivery of train
ing to personnel who work with very young children;

o examining some of the training ne4dB created by 'mainstream-
ing as it applies to early cthldhood ,Centers serving handi-
capped and nonhandicapped children undei school age;
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o identifying some of the issues that must be addressed' as
attempts are made to deal with large-scale training require-
ments created by early childhood mainstreaming.

THE ROLE OF PERSONNEL TRAINING IN MAINSTREAMING

The volumes of articles and books on the of mainstream-
ing and the abundance of presentations at proessional conference's
show how popular the mainstreaming concept has become. .Main-
streaming 'is viewed -as a viable alternative for serving, a large
proportion of handicapped students in our elementary schools and
is now being extended downward into preschool and; day -care prcr
grams for younger children. Yet popularity and widespread acclaim
alone do not guarantee the success. of a new educational approach.
Ideas often become popular topics of discussion long before their
merits have been fully tested in the field. The history of educa-
tion is filled with examples of innovations which have been con-
sidered the antidote to problems or limitations in our educational
practices.. Many have become the catch-words of their day, band-
wagons onto which enthusiastic converts could climb --with or
without a full understanding of the concept or the responsibili-
ties involved. Looking back across the decades, we see .that many
popular educational innovations have come and gone, leaving behind
disappointment and, unfulfilled expectations. Some vative
ideas simply fail to materialize into actual practices* match
the idealized claims of their proponents. Poor implementation
sometimes has resulted in a backlash of opposition .because of un-
desirable outcomes or public/professional disillusionment about
the merits of a new approach. Discarded, such "discredited" ap-
proaches are replaced by new ideas, acclaimed to be better,' more
appropriate solutions to the problems of educating children., and
the cycle repeats itself. Giv this history, it is tempting to
speOulate on the ultimate fate of mainstreaming. If popularity is
not the key to the success of a new approach such as mainstream-
ing, what factors do shape the outcome in. real practice?

The Bottom Line for Success P d Personnel

While there has been much research on the.issue of. main-
streavtIng older students in elementary or tedondary schools,* much
less is known 'about the outcomes of mainstreaming for very young
children -- handicapped or nonhandicapped. The true test of
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mainstreaming lies not in the soundness of its logic nor i i its
popularity in professional journals. or on the lecture circuit;.

'Neither does its test lie in the eloquence of those who Itritie its
merits or in the enthusiasm of practitioners who adopt :Et. The
real test of mainstreaming is in its day-to-day operatidh 1114 pre-
school and day-care centers and in early intervention,prOgranis.
Only there, as young handicapped children are cared forland taught
alongside their norMally developing peers, can we obser#e the out-
conies of this approach. Only in practice can we ascertain whether,
the ur oses of earl Intervention can be achieved within the con-
text o the ma nstream enviro ment. On y through application can
we find the answers to questions like thene:

o Can teachers in regular early education programs provide
the extra stimulation. and special training handicapped
children need?

. .

o Do handicapped children obtain the benefits of early inter-
vention in lettings with nonhandicapped peers, or do they
require a special setting where 'the entire program can be
devoted to their special needs?

o Can teachers provide beneficial early education to the nor-
mally developing children in a mainstream setting?

The answers to these questions fall largely upon the shoul-
ders of those who staff early childhood programs. Their actions
set the atmosphere that communicates to a child and his or her
parents that the inclusion of handicapped children with nonhandi-
capped peers is either an- imposition or a welcome event. Thus;
when all the fanfare and rhetoric about mainstreaming are peeled
away, one stark reality remains: The final test of mainstreaming
rests with the abilit and attitude of the teachers and others, who
im lement the ro rams; It is t = w o must tran = ate theor nto
pract ce. I they cannot accept t e ea, they do not haverithe
know-how and the teaching and management skills to meet the,cli-
verse needs of a mixed group of handicapped and nonhandicapped
children, then mainstreaming will not work. No matter how pro-
gressive and innovative an idea, its use becomes limited when
there are few practitioners who understand and can properly imgar
ment the idea. Thus; the preparation and training of personnel,",.'
holds a pivotal role in early childhood mainstreaming. Well-
trained personnel are at the heart of a successful mainstreaming
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PREPARATION FOR WH T? WHAT DOES MAINSTREAMING REALLY IMPLY?

sA: helpful difinition..for clarifying the intent and purpose of
mainstreeming- is offered by Kaufman et al. (1975):.

Mainstreaming refers to the temporal, in-
'structional, and social integration of eligi-
ble exceptional children with normal peers
based on an ongoing, individually deterthined
educational planning and programming process
and requires oilarification of responsibility
among 'regular and special education, admini-
strative, instructional, and support personnel.

(pp. 40-41)

Kaufman :'et al. elaborate on their definition by noting that
successful ma \nstreaming encompasses three major components:

Real Integration of Handicapped and Nonhandicapped Children
Must Occur .*

This can happen irk several ways.. First,. handicapped and non-
handicapped children must be tem ,oral) integral d. That is, they
Must spend a meaningful amount of time learning and playing to-
gether. Second, the handicapped and nonhandicapped children. must

'be socially inte rated. Physical integration can be achieved eas-
-- ily by merely assigning the two groups' of children to the same

room. But if there is ,social isolation and rejection of the mi-
nority group, then appropriate mainstreaming has not been achieved.
In successful mainstreaming, handicapped and nonhandicapped peers
associate anti interact in ways 'that suggest there is social accep-
tance of both groups. -Third; the handicapped and nonhandioapped
children must be instructional) inte rated, at least for a mean-
ingful proportion o t me. i s means staff must arrange activi-

-ties in ways that simultaneously address. individual needs and yet
promote integration. Daily.4schedules and'instructional procedures
must be organized around the needs of children rather than around,

convenience and preconceiired notions of staff members.

An Ongoing Educational and Programmin Proceas Must Place

True mainstreaming is much more than the mere opening of
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doors of educational prograt previously closed to the handicapped.
.Effective mainstreaming requires an ongoing planning' and program-
ming process-that meets the special needs of each- child. This .

planning and programming process involves several:kinds of activi-
-. ties: .

.

o the continuous assessment of each child's developmekal
level and learning needs;

'Or

o the targeting of goals and objectives for. each .childthat
guide. the 'planning of curriculum and'instructional proce-
dures;

o the development of a specific 'plan for services and daily
learning activities (and Individual Education Plan -- .IEP);

o the commitment of staff time and program 'resources to
achieve-the specified 'goals . and ,objectives for each child;

o the delivery and orchestration of staff' and child activi- .

ties in a way that allows for a manageable daily schedule.

Staff Roles Responsibilities, Procedures for CoOrdination
and Methods of Communication Must Be -Clear

Effective mainstreaming often entails multiple activities
that must take place simultaneously and which require carefully
synchronized staff assignments. This means educational.tasks must
be specified and responsibilities assigned among regular and spe-
cial staff who will work with the children. Administrators,
teachers, aides, and clinical staff are included. In a sense, ef-
fective mainstreaming requires superior tears-405ft if both handi-
capped and nonhandicapped children are to be' properly served.
And coordination is at the heart of good teamwork.

This comprehensive, definition of mainstreaming has many im-
plications for the job roles which .staff members must be prepared
to assume. If mainstreaming merely involved the admission of haw-
dioapped children into settings inoludipg nonhandicapped children,
personnel preparation would primarily 'involve the development of
positive, accepting attitudes toward the new approach and the in-
coming _children. But because mainstreaming involves instruction-
al, program, and administrative change, attitudinal change (though
very important) is .a mere beginning. 'To fulfill their new roles
skillfully, staff members need a new array of skills so they can
implement the many tasks required by this definition.
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EARLY CHILDHOOD 1/84 SCHOOL-AGE 'MAINSTREAMING

5
The fields of regular early childhood education and early ed-

ucation for the handicapped are characterized .by a diversity which
complicates the task of personnel training. These unique compli-
cations become. clear when early childhood mainstreaming is com-
pared. to schOol-aged mainstreaming.

Developing programs that train eleinentaty .school personnel to
implement mainstreaming programs is a relatively straightforward
task bedause:

te,

* Mainstreaming of handfcapped school-age students follows a
rather standard, predictable model; that is, handicapped
youngsters are placed in regular claiSses with regular edu-;
cation teachers, or special classes join the regular classes
for some activities.

* Regular school-age 'classroom teachers represent a. relative-
ly homogeneous_,group; all.have a basic level of 'training
and have worked through the same type of preservice. degree
program in education.'

* Since the regular, school -age classroom setting is relative-
ly standard, the type of setting or prograln in which a
teacher must be trained to function successfully i's clear
from the beginning.

1-

* The broad types of resources available to regular° teachers
involved in mainstreaming are generally predictable (since
elementary schools operate under a rather standard admini-
strative and organizational model), so it is clear which
skills are of greater or lesser importance in view of the
types of support services that will be available to supple-
ment the mainstreaming potivitietw.

* The broad edunal goals that govern the regulIkt school-
age classroom are rather clear and similar across ..alasses
and across schools.

Mainstreaming preschoolers, however, does not occur in one
standard type of early childhtod setting or within one common ad-
mislistrative system. There id, tremendous, variation 'across poten-
tial mainstreaming sites; they (differ on many dimensions,:

4

0-,7---;?;
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* The type of services offered to children and the pu
for which services are rendered;

SOme programs are 'designed primarily to provide
others emphasize socialization and call themselyes
Eichbols"; others .emphasize educational purpoe.es,.
considerable variation, too, in .the 'types of educe
goals they feature.

The type and number of staff members available to work with
'children; .

Some programs have small staffs and operate pri arily
through volunteer help; others have large staffs and re-
sources.

rposes

day Metre ;,
"plafr
with
tionat

* The training background of staff members;
Staff members in some centers have no training at all;
some programs have employees with college training but
not necessarily in fields relating to early 'childhood
education; other programs employ staff with early child-
hood certification and possibly bachelors or mastersde-
grees in human deyelopment, early childhood education,
etc.

.* The type o cUrricUlum. offered. and the kinds of outcomes
expected i children-as a result of their enrollment in the
program;

Some rograms emphasize social development and play
syci some emphasize kindergarten preparation; some
emphasize general enrichment; others: offer no formal
curriculum- but etphasize instead_ quality day care and
supervision of children's free -play activities.

* The nature-of the administrative system under which the
'program operates, including the Size and presence of-other
types of services under the same administrative umbrella;

* AThe type of agency under which the. program operates and the
regulations and standards tor which the agency and its staff -

Must adhere, including staff qualifications, quality of
services to children etc.;

'Early childhood programs are operated by a great Variety
of agencies, including women's groups; local, state, and
federal agencies; churches; private profit and nonprofit
groups; industrial enterprises; and university training
and research centers.
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* The amount and types Of urces available to staff members;
Special materials and equipment, specialized therapists',
extra aides, special consultants, etc.,, are abundant in
some programs; other prOgrams have few of these resources.

This.extreme diversity, among potential mainstreaming sites,
confounds any clearcut generalization about training needs by,
those, involved in mainstreaming pre'schoolers. It' is obvious. that
needs will differ from program, to prOgram. Teacher- trainers,
then, do not have the luxury of assuming a "typical" ;early child-
hood .setting and planning personnel training accordingly.

The development of mean\ngful training prograrda for early
childhood mainstreaming is furthercoMplicated by several other
factors. 'First, personnel ,who need training are not as homogene-
ous a group as are `.regular eleMentary school teachers. They have
not all passed through a common university level pre - service
training program and not all are certified or college-educated.
Second, there is no single agency responsible for providing in-
service training" to staff already working 'in regular early child-
hood mainstreaming programs. .Each agencY.does-as it sees fit and
arranges its own, training for its own staff.. This fact alone
fragmentiP efforts and makes it difficult' for a .uniform or. coordi-
nated system of training to be developed and delivered across many
genters. In many states, the absence of regulations requiring
minimal levels of training for early childhood ..personnel leaves.
the issue of training to 'each center and' its own leadership.

I
41

DIFFERENT STRATEGIES FOR MAiNSTREAMING PRESCHOObES

.9

-Two different models are used to mainstream -preschoolers
The first t'model involves regular early "childhood programs created
priMarily to serve normally developing youngsters. Mainstreaming
in' these centers involves. he integration of A small:group of'`hiin7:
dicapped children into the' program .(usually 10 ,to. 2.5 percelit. of,
the total classroom enrollment)., The. "second. model; Osually.:re-,;..
ferred to-as "reverse mainstreaming," involves 'special early,J04;
tervention. programs that are'beinc.oreated to serve'.harldieapked .

,children from birth.: to age 'Mairksttlikamlnui.fi these
programs entails the enrollment .If a few normalli''.derrelbrilnelohilt....,..
dren whO serve as mod*v. In the:.poka*Wdoeitolg,
children are In the minority (" usually 20 to 50,fereeri"Cof :the/
class m enrollment). $ffeatiVeMainetreaming:401,te iti4olVes :The

4
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integration of the normally developing children and-the management
of their social, instructional, and enrichment needs within a
'classroom containing a majority of mildly to severely handicapped
children.

Obviously, the presence of two suchi'different approaches to
mainstreaming adds another dimension to the task of preparing
staff -- planning for distinct target groups. Three groups must
be considered: 1) earl childhood personnel in regular classrooms
who are or will be reo ng handicapped youngsters into their
rooms; 2) special edu ation personnel who are integrating normally

41
.

' % developing children into their classrooms; and 3) special services
'staff members imoh as speech therapiatts, occupational therapists,
physical therapists, or social service personnel, who may work in

. one or bothtypes of settings. ..

PERSONNEL TRAINING NEEDS

Recognizing that there is tremendous vatiation among lirograms
and Ftersonnel involved in mainstreaming, what are the training
needs? Administrators, parents, teachers, paraprofessionals, and
other specialists who work daily with .Oombined groups of handi-
capped aid' nonhandicapped children can offer the best insights.

T ainin Needs f'trg_s live of 'Teaching Stafff

This..atithor asked a number of teachers involved in .main-
streaming programs: "When your center began integrating handl-
capped.and. nonbandicapped children, what difficult task could have
been matte easier if you 41ad tweceived proper training?" Responses
indicated several clear themes.

* Thp need.fOr training to build positiVe attitudes toward
the 'mainstreaming Concept and toward the inclusion of the
mitiority-group'smembers in a program from which they had !.

previously been excluded.

"When we started mainstreaming handioapped kids in our
center, I didn't think it would' work. I still think
that now. They just don't fit in. They can't play to-
gether very well; they oaki't keegoup with. the. other kids..
I think the normal' kids are .goiWto suffer. I'm against

SY
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that. You guessed it "I think we're wasting' our time
and J'm wasting mine trying to work with those handi-
capped children. They're just not ready to be in pre-
school."

"I'm all for mainstreaming, but it's not training I need.
The handicap:11d ones aren't my responsibility. I'm not
a special edu tion teacher, and I shouldn't be expected
to be one. What I needid somebody to come in my rdbm
at 9:15 during tablework time and at 10:30 and again at
11:00 to work with the 'handicapped children. They're
not ready to do what the other kids are doing, so they
just interfere. It Would be best if somebody would take
them out of the room and do something edge with them. I
don't think training me to teach the handicapped is the
issue."

* The need to understand the purposes and objectives of early
childhood education for normally developing children and
for young children with handicaps or conditions that place
them at risk for developmental disabilities. This includes
a recognition of how the needs of these two groups are dif-
ferent and alike and how these translate into program and
instructional planning for each handicapped 'or nonhandi-
capped child.

"The hardest thing for me. was to figure out what'll
should ,be doing to keep challenging the normal kids, and
what I could do to honestly help .the handicapped' ones.
I feel I have a better sense of "what regular kids ought
to get out of preschool. But how do you know what to
give the handicapped children who obviously don't get
involved so fast? When it's obvious they're, not going
to learn without your .help, how do you know what to do?
I know they need something more. I can't tell you what
I need training in but' I know I need help." .

* The need for confidence In one's ability to teach both han-
dicapped and nonhandicapped children, individually and ool-

'tively, in an.integrated setting. Ji . .

"I was really soared of mainstreaming maybe over-,.
whelmed is a better word when I. found I was suppoSidi'.
to know 'what to do ..with a cerebral-palsied person like ..-z
Chris. then with Several other handicapped children in
the room," I didn't know .where to begin. I believe handF-
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capped. kids shouldn't be told they can't come into our
center, 'and. I wanted lo.do a good job. But so often I
was lost as to what to do with them. Sometimes Chris
and, one of the others just ended up sitting alone in a

'corner somewhere doing nothing as long as I left them
there on their own. ,Chris would just lie helplessly on
the floor and stare at the ceiling. Anybody knows
that's bad. I felt like a real failure, and I used to
think'. I was a gbod teacher. I've asked mx, director hot
VS put any more ,handicapped kids in my itibm. I sure
needed some training,' but I don't know if I coulikittrn
enough fast enough."

.s

"That ark year in a reverse mainstreamed class was -a
real challenge. I. felt confident that I knew how to
'deal with 'the handicapped pres9hoolers. But I wasn't
sure how I could handle such :Slight, energetic, aggress
sive normal children at the same time: Especially, I

was worried about the normal shildren's .getting a good
eduoation out of it all too, ann' I had some doubt about
how dilly could do that in a class containing some pretty
handicapped kids. I felt insecure about that for a long
time until I .discovered that all I needed Io do for them
was the same individualized planning I did with the han-
dicapped. Too bad.it took me so long to learn that
thrpugh my own trial and error. I needed At lot of sup-
port and encouragement that year. ''Some in-service
training could have taken care ,of &that, I think."'

* The, need to understand the changes in ..teaching processes
involved in mainstreaming. This includes addedor''.altered.
teaching responsibilities and instructionaltasks, new our- .

riculdm requirements, and new procedures to individualize
curriculum, to ,meet. the needs of the handicapped children.

"Ldidn't know what mainstreaming meant. to my job as a
teacher until Danny and Harold walked into my room. No-
body told me hos./ *much extra work it would take. -Nobody
told me about those individual eddcation plans. I'd
'never seen one before.. And I found out I was- supposed
to write one .Immediately I' Most of my time was spent
just trying' control. those tiv0,1cids they just
weren't ind endent like the Others., It seemed ,like
suddenly our time had to be spent, away from what we .

should be oing td teach the clam!. I felt like a whole
rot of thins got dumped on me. Did we need 'help! I

-33-
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don't think we were prepared at all to chew what we'd
bitten off I

"How to individualize curriculum and plan activities for
each child and make it work with small groups of chil-
dren --,that's what I had to learn. I thought I under-
stood what it meant to individualize. But I found
learned so much more since we started mainstreaming. It
was a real eye-opener. That's where I think training is
really important. I would have liked someone there to
help me avoid so many mistakes and frustrations. You
nee" to teach people how to individualize preschool ac-
tivities for a classroom full of handicapped and normal
children."

* The need for specific skills for working with children with
particUlar types of handicaps. This includes skills to as-:
seas or. identify children's learning needs,.identify and
write objectives or plans to meet the needs of a special
child,. and develop procedures' that will ,help a handicapped
child learn in as small increments as necessary.

4, I .

"The biggest challenge I had was learning how to handle
the. two children who had cerebral palsy. Knowing how to
help them eat and drink at snack time,.help them walk,
or hold a crayon when their muscles are spastic isn'te
something you know automatically. That's where I think
training is a must. Mainstreaming teachers can't do
justice le a crippled child or a blind child or even one
with a hewing problem unless they know what .to do. You
can't assume we know that. And it's not fair to put
those children in our classes, dump all that responsi-
bility on us, and then leave us hanging without help.
We don't have the know-how to handle those children."

"We had a lot of in- service training when we started,
and it was itreplaomble. A consultant taught me how tie'
work on speech and language with the little boy in my
room who had a hearing problem. She showed me how to
communicate with him. as just a part of our daily rou-
tines so he'd knew: what was going on. We also .main-
streamed a little blip girl in our center: because there
wasn't any place else r her to go. A. Specialist from
the public schools cam three times a week' an helped me
plah April's activities d showed ime how to Work with
her. I loved it and really, learned a lot. The speliai-
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tat brought me a bunch of materials I could use
handicapped children. I've never _made up such
al programs for two children in my life. But it
worked, thanks to the help got."

* The need fI. skills' to work ap_ a team member with
practitioners and with consultants and to recognize
other resources that will help provide the special
and assistance needed by handicapped children.

with my
individu-
sure

other
and use

ervices

"What hothered me most when we started mainstreaming was
all the people who started coming into my room. Sudden-
ly there were all these other people there making planti
for my children. I'm not used to that, and I didn't
like it. I was terribly self- cOnscious when they kept
coming in iny room. I didn't feel good about having
other people watch me time'. It made Me feel like I was
losing cligdiover my class when they .started telling
me what ds needed. Worst of all, limy kept asking
me to do things I didn't know how to d0+ I like to run
my, own show. My superirisor told me I need to learn to
be a part of a team. I can't ,argue, but it's been hard.
SO I guess that's an area where you should train people
like .me who've haver haditto work in a team before."

* The need to' understand that successful mainstreaming re-
quires change in the -daily classroom routines and to have
some preliminary, concept of the kinds of adaptations* or
changes that may 'be necessary. This inolddes possible
changes in teaching roles, in the types of learning, activi-.
ties planned to meet children's needs, and in the way chil-
dren are grouped. Staff members need to be informed suffi-
ciently about mainstreaming processes so .they recognize
that. the program- that existed before mainstreaming does not
give' the flexibility that may be needed to successfully in-
tegrate handicapped and nonhandicapped children.

"When, we started mainstreaming, I had to do some things
differently with the kids. After teaching regular pre-
school for ten years, I had everything planned and or-
ganized down to a science. But with the handicapped, my
pet plan didn't go so well; the children didn't work in
very easily. At first I thought I was losing my touch.
It was frustrating, and I got awfully critical of this
mainstreaming. Nobody prepared me for what it would
really mean. I assumed we could just go on as always;
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we would just havea few different kids, and we'd need
an adult to be close to the handicapped children to help
them do what we always do. It didn't work out that way._
So if you. want to train people, show them beforehand
what mainstreaming means in how activities area set up.
Tell them .how it affecte_how-you teach the kids, and how
you can't necessarily-teach them all in one big group.
Don't just sell us on the idea,of mainstreaming and then
think we know how to make it happen sowe'all can live
with it and 'like it."

Training, Needs from the Perspective of. Administrators

Administrators are particularly alert to the skills personnel
need to make the instructional processis and staff coordination
and management processes work smoothly. Here is a sampling of
training needs from the administrator's point of view; some re-
emphasize the needs described by teaching staff.

* Training in how to work together to plan for children and
how to coordinate staff activities in ways that allow more
effective use of time to meet the individual needs of chil-
dren.

* Training in how, to communicate plans and procedures to col-
leagues in ys that -.are understandable and specific enough
to beimplem nted by others (e.g., a teacher must lie able
to plan and en communicate specific procedures and in -,.
structions to ri oxide)

* Assistance in understanding and respecting the roles of
other staff members who may become involved in Vorking with'
the children (particularly with the handicapped) as a re-
sult of mainstreaming. -

* Assistance in understanding curriculum and teaching methods
fOr both handicapped and nonhandicapped children so that
staff members are\not wholly dependent upon others to tell
them what to do.

* Providing personnel with sufficient skill and confidence to
tackle their new roles so they can prooeeewith an attitude
of "I can do it," or "I know when I need help, and I know
how and where to go about getting it.."
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* Exposure to other mainstreaming programe so staff members
have a realistic and informed perspective'rof what effective
mainstreaming is and what kinds of expectations are bath
feasible and practical. This includes knowing when a child
should be referred to another program.

* Preparation for specific job roles in a program (teaching
children, working with other staff, and working with par-
ents) so that the staff members follow necessary rules/reg-
uations and do not create excessive problems or burdens on
colleagues or administrative/supervisory personnel,

Training Needs from the Perspective of Parents

The Services parents, expect staff members to deliver are im-
portant because services for children from birth to age 5 years
operate in a competitive market. Students are required by law to
attend,,, elementary school, and parents have little say about the
types of. other enrollees in their child's public classes. But
parents-of younger children are indeed in a position to shop
around for early childhood programs and make their own program
choices. If they believe a teacher, to be inadequate, or if they
disagree with the teaching johilosophy of ,one program, they, can
It for another. program.'"farents can reject a mainstreaming pro-
gram if they disagree with the concept or if they believe that
staff. 'members are unable, given 'the mixed clientele, to meet the
needs of their Own child. Thus, if staff Members in mainstreaming
piograms are unable to inspire confidence in parents, these pro-
grhms might well lOse their clientele. Since most early childhood
centers exist 'wholly or in part on tuition payments, this consid-
eration is serious.

,Mainstreaming programs and their staffs. thus face fa special
challenge. They must be able to articulate the mainstreaming con-
cept and demonstrate its benefits to parents of both handicapped
and nonhandicapped children: In short; mainstreaming programs
must knee\ the expectations of two sets of consumers parents of
handicapped children and paients of normally developing children.
On some dimensions those expectations are similar, but on other
levels the eXpectations awl service needs are different.

\s.

What is it that parents of handicapped and nonhandicapped
children want from early childhood programs and from their staffs?
Values undoubtedly vary, but a sampling is summarised in Table 1.
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TABLE I. PARENTAL EXPECTATIONS OF MAINSTREAMING. PROGRAMS AND THEIR STAFFS

e 'Expectations of Mainstreaming-Programs by Parents
of Nonhandicapped Children

Expectations of Mainstreaming Programs by Parents'
of Handicapped Children

Program offers enrichment, good social stimulation,
and opportunity' for .children to explore and; discover
new things in the environment. ,

Staff memberS have solid understanding of childde-
Velopment and reflect a genuine caring for and un-
'derstanding of young, children.

Staff members *now hoWLto deal well with both handi-
capped and nonhandicapped children and are well or-
ganized so.not all staff time is spent with the
handicapped ones to the neglect of the hormally de-
veloping children.

Staff members know how to'encourage creativity, ini-
tiative, good social and play skills, and indepen
dence in children.

Staff members communicate warmth, trust, caring and
reliability to children.

I
i

Staff members carry out a variety of activities- with
the children so that children have fun and enjoy
their time at the center.

11..--

Program has a variety of educational imaterials that

ari

are stimulating to chiliken, and st ff members en-
courage children to play with diffe ent items.

Staff members encourage children andloffer stimulat-
ing activities that challenge the children and pro-
mote learning. ,

Staff members know hew to assure the phYsicel safety
of the children and are alert to their nueritional
needs.

Program addresses special needs of each child'S'han,
dicap and provides special helO'or training, in areas
where development is:not progressing as it should.

Staff members understand, accept, and know how to
handle handicapped children.

Staff members assure handicapped children are included
meaningfully in activities -- not isolated, teased,
or treated as "different."

Staff members structure activities so that not all
staff time is spent with the nonhandicapped children
to the neglect of handicapped children.

Staff members understand parental concerns and are
able to provide parents with resources they can use
to work with their children at home.

StafimemberS tceep 'handicapped children occupied
meaningfully, making specific efforts to teach the
children rather than expecting them to fit in Or
allowing them to. sit idly.

Staff members are,willing and able to be advocates
for children. A

Staff members can assure children's physical safety.

Staff members set realistic :goals for handicapped

children and do notplace inappropriate pressure on
:children or parents.

Staff members are willing and able to explain chil-
dren's activities and progress to parents.

Staff members develop or adapt materials for handi-
capped children.
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V
. Preferences suminarized.from Table 1 highlight several generil

points:

* Parente of-handicapped children seem art to their chil-
dren's limitations in' doing 'many things nonhandicapped
children do spontaneously or learn very truiekly. They are
concerned that staff members understand these, limitations
and know how to deal with them. They are concerned that
staff members know how to and will take deliberate steps to
teach and help their children learn needed skills. Parents
seem concerned. that staff members will make the extra ef-
fort to %see that the handicapped children are engaged in
constructive activities. ;.;}

* Parents of normally developing children seem alert to their
children's abilities:to do many things on their own and' the
need for enrichment. They want their children to have op-
portunities to explore, to interact freely with other chil-
dren and things in the environment, and to.receitre encour-
agement for new learning experiences.' They are concerned
that staff members nitture, help, and 'challenge their chil-
dren.

* Both groups of parents are concerned that, staff members un-
derstand child development and are sensitive to the 'needs
of their children. They want staff members to accept and
love their children and to be coMpetent in ways that assure
the sety and overall well-being of their children.

* Parents of handicapped children have additional, special
kinds of needs and seem to hold some .hopes that the early
childhood center and its staff will support and help them
deal with their children's-special needs at home. Many
parents' turn to the staff for support and encouragement,
and often for information to help them *deal with the impact
of their children's handicaps upon their homes and famil-
ies.

SUMMARY

Personnel training is required for- successful Mainstreaming.
And the nature of that training ago is important. Training must
be provided to people who work or will work in many different, in-
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dependently operated, and philosophically and programmatically di-
verse mainstreaming settings. The training must be appropriate to
personnel who may differ immensely in their educational back-
grounds and initial levels of competency.

Specific issues relating to these requisites for mainstream-
ing can be itemized under four broad areas of concern:

T,he Issue of Training Goals and Purposes

'.What should the primary emphasis,. or purpose of training for
mainstreaming be if' regular early childhood personnel are to be
prepared adequately for their .new . roles? Given limited time and
restrictions on the amount of training that can be provided, upon
what training goals should highest priority be placed? .(For exam-
ple, should emphasis be placed foremost upon the development of
positive attitudes and an understanding of handicapping conditions?
Or is knowledge of resources, practical -teachng/caretaking meth-
ods, or other' information of greater importanoe?)

The Issue of Content

What specific competencies and information should staff mem-
bers acquire to aid them in mainstreaming handicapped. youngsters?
What should be provided to individuals in pre-service training
prograMs and to individuals already working in regular early
childhood programs -where handicapped preschoolers or infants will
be integrated? In spite of the extreme variation that .exists in
the type of early childhood service programi as well as in the
personnel who work for them, is there a common curriculum that
should be offered, to all? How does the fact that staff membeis
will work with children who may differ in the types and severity
of their disabilities affect the kinds of training required? Are
training needs so unique to the person, the program, and to the ".

community' that broad-scale training approaches are inadequate?

The Issue of Res ors lt1411y3Hit

Who should assume respogsibility for'organizing and deliver-
ing training? Who should detalimine needs, define training con-
tent; or determine the readiness of personnbl to. assume retiponsi4%
bility for mainstreaming? driven the multiplicity of agencies,
professional disciplines, and fureqg agencies who have some in-

(
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vestment in services 'to handioapped and nonhandioapped children.
under school age, who should assume leadership responsibilities.
for training? Current trends 'point to the iniportance- of interdis-
ciplinary and interagency 'cooperation and ihe 'necessity of avoid-
ing unnecessary duplication and competition.

icryi 8 stmoilmx er t hoc!

11tw can training be delivered most efficiently to such a
varied clientele at both pre-service and in-service levels? What
strategies can be used to train individuals, or to prepare program
staff members at sites that are inherently different in their ob-
jectives, services, and modes of operation? When training needs
in the field are so diverse,' hoW can tAining be delivered in ways
that provide consistent support and continuity across sites and
over time? What strategies for personnel training will ensure
that personnel receive quality training that helps them and en-
hances the successful mainstreaming of young children? Given that
staff members need skills and knowledge as well' as positive atti-
tudes and understanding, how can training. be designed to achieve
all these important outcomes?

The issue of training is complex. There are many questions
but not a lot of answers. Even the best teachers or child care
workers may view mainstreaming as an awesomditask. Some see main-
streaming as an unwelcome burden and view themselves. as recipients'
of a responsibility that should lie elsewhere. In fact, poor at-'
titudes about mainstreaming are often cited as major deterrents to
its successful implementation. Eiren for those who receive main-
streaming enthusiastically, early training in, the pkills needed to
Manage integrated groups and to make good use of consultants or
specialized personnel will help assure success. Indeed, positive
attitudes toward mainstreaming are nurtured by positive 'experi-
ences when staff members .,are skilled enough to meet the demands of

.new roles. t.

'In summary, personnel training is perhaps the most important
component of successful mainstreaming. To enroll handicapped
.children in regular settings or normally developing children in
special settings without adequate staff preparation is to invite
failure for both *staff and children. Individuals asked to assume
responsibility for youngsters with whom they ha e limited or no-
eiperience and little formal preparation are' them elves handi-
capped.
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Chapter 3

Child Characteristics and Outcomes

Related to Mainstreaming:

INTRODUCTION

noted profeSeor of English once argued -.convincingly' that a
. godd 'essay an a happy. lige are both. predicated..on healthy dose
'cf apology. Following that wisdom, we will begin with a few apol-

. ...ogies and comments. to' the reade4;

Chronicling the knowledge. and insights of others is an honor-
able bUt precarious .endeavor. Our deliberation of the -issues sur-.
rounding child 'Characteristics and outcomes relates to mainstream7-
ing produced many. excellent questions and 'a few credible answers.
'Where the reader 'finds some useful information, credit should go .

to our .colleagues; We' will tape. full '.responsibility for the short-.
comings.

Given. that we are acting as historians, as it were, we will .

share the biases that influencied the. foregoing, statements. First,
We accept as a "matter of poliey-,-" not atia "stareinent of fact,"
*that all handicapped .children should be afforded the opportunity
to be educated with normally .developing. children.1 We cannot cite
"evidence. to prove thetdevelopinentally integrated service modelsri

1The importan-t distinction. between .matters of ;policy and thdse of
fact is credited to Donald M. Baer,
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are more or less effective than segregated models. We would ar-
gue, however, that accepting as public policy the opportunity for
all handicapped children to be educated with normally developing
children is the only avenue to answering the question of relative
efficacy.

. Our second bias is that allhandicapped children are eligible
for developmentally integrated9ervices. . We fully realize that
mainstreaming a yOungster"'with ..diOlt and letter reversals is. prob-
ably. a more advanbed. science than 'providing' the -same kind of inte-
grated services .for a .selp-deitructive, operant7vomiting.child.
Yet, when we eitalutite>a- youngster's eligibility for mainstreaming,
we must do _so..41 a conditional sense only. Mainstrealning options
ultimately are..-restricted ');4,...the."lintits of our science and the im-
perfeetion-of our interventions not by the behavioral handicaps
of our students. Wheti,,We can..agree that the perfect treatments .

have been AeveloPed...--ktid when"--we .aan argue that they are delivered
r by modt..highly traineit:peri3on,nel in the most ecologically

valid settings, then we cari--begin:-to speak intelligently about the
limiting .cOnditiOns.of developmentally integrated services.

Our final bias toward mainstreaming concerns an approach' to
evaluittiOn.... In our collaborative venture with the regular educe-.
tion .establishment, we as special educators should insist that the
proper, most humane Way to.assess integrated education is to ask
how Johnny, Susie, or Tim were affected.. Only with such a "single-
case" evaluative approach can we hope to fine-tune any educational
service system to maximize outcomes' for as many children as possi-
ble.

THE DECISION TO MAINSTREAM

Consider two, basic questions related to the decision to main-
stream : 1) Which handicapped child characteristics and behavior
patterns predict successful,.mainstreaming? and 2) Which handi-!.
capped child characteristics and behavior patterns-predict serious
instructional'difficulties associated with mainstreaming?

IP

Which Handicapped Child Characteristics and Behavior Patterns
Predict Successful

The empirical basis for selecting behavior patterns predic-
tive of successful mainstreaming is quite limited. There have
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been no systematic attempts to equip, handicapped children with .

diffek4entlkkinds.and levels of skills and to :then monitor their
success in mainstream settings. Assuming that a generic set of
competencies would emerge from such an analysis, we are far from
integrating such competencies into a scope and sequence of in-
struction.

The available information on child behaviors predictive of
successful mainstreaming comes from two primary sources. First,
regular education teaohers, from a number of studies, have enumer-
ated those child skills which' they feel are most conducive to suc-
cessful mainstreaming.. SI:e.cond, a number of experimenters have se-
lected particular Skills on an a rt basis, taught those skills
to handicapped children, andiheif*ttempted to integrate trained
children into mainstream settings. Where children have been suc-
cessful, the earlier trained skills, are .presunted .to have been
largely responsible for the successful mainstream placement...b

The skills currently thought. to yield successful mainstream-
ing outcomes fall into three broad categories: 1) skgial skills;
2) classroom deportment; and 3) minimal competence ln the avails--
ble curricula.

Social Skills
Considerable attention had) been paid to handicapped children's

social relations. with their age-peers at the Rresobool level.
(Some professionals. feel this concern, with social-telations has
inhibited the study of cognitive skills that 'are necessary for
successful mainstreaming.) In, a variety of small-scale, expert -.
mental projects, the following social skills. have been shown to
facilitate social integration in mainstream settings:

* sharing materials or play objects;

* initiating interactions with peers;

* responding quickly to the social initiations of others;

* showing affection (by hugs, holding.. hands) toward-peers;
wee

* assisting peers with some activity (e.g., helping them onto
or off a slide) .

Probably more important than specific social skills is the
reciprocity ocinteraction between children -- an equitable ex-
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change of social behaviors. For children (handicapped or not) to
be socially accepted, it has been shown repeatedly that they must
participate as equals during social interactions; they must be in-

. itiators of interactions and recipients of social initiations.

Classroom Deportment
In terms of classroom dep'enment, the following skills have

been identified as important to successful mainstreaming:

* child must be able to ask questions to 'clarify .rules or
assignments;

* child must engage_ in some "teacher-pleasing" behaviors
(e.g., smiling at teacher, thanking teacher for help);

* child must be able to maintain appropriate levels of aca-
demic and social behavior with minimal teacher feedback;

* child must comply quickly with teacher commands;

* child must perform the above behaviors within a range iden-
tified for the particular classroom.

'These classroom deportment skills certainly do not represent an
exhaustive catalogue of critical survival behaviors.

While the number of studies is small, some evidence suggests
that regular education teachers are more concerned with main-
streamed children's deportment skillsThin with their social in-
teraction competencies. We would be remiss if we did not mention
the rather heated debate in the professional literature regarding
the model of education that follows from a heavy emphasis on good
deportment. On the one hand, it has been argued that compliant,
rule - following students are often passive learners who spend a
large portion of ealth school day being instructed in routine-
promoting activities. Alternatively, it is argued that order in
the classroom is a vital prerequisite to academic instruction.
The point that should be emphasized regarding mainstream curricu-
lum targets 'is that no definitive evidence is yet available to
validate the impottance of clissroom deportment behaviors at the
preschool level.

Minimal Competence in Available Currigpla
Some minimal level of competence in th available mainstream

curricula may be a vital ingredient for successful placement.
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.
Competent performance (no matter how rudimentary) by handicapped
children may avert potential peer rejection,, teacher bias and dif-
ferential treatment, and feelings of inadequacy on the part of the
handicapped child.

.

'Which':HandicaPped Child Characteristics and Behavior Patterns
Piedict Serious Insirucgonal Difficulties Associated with
Mainstreaming?.

Not surprisingly, most of the following maladaptive child be-
haviors and characteristics are the inverse of the skills previ-
ously mentioned as necessary for success. For example, in .the so-
cial skill domgin,, the following behaviors.. may signal. serious in-
structional barriers:

* negative, abusive social contacts with peers;

* failure to initiate positive social contact with peers;

* failure to respond quickly and positively to the approaches
of peers;

* absence of skills necessary to withdrew gracefully from in-
teractions with peers.

In the area of classroom deportment, the following behaviors
may present extensive instructional difficulties:

* attention levels that demand close supervision and intensive
monitoring by teachers;

* persistent rule-breaking and noncompliant acts;

* failure to generalize the use of skills learned in one set-
ting or context to another.

VA

The question of Readiness
onsiderink collectively the foregoing positive and negative

behavioral predictors of mainstreaming outcomes, three important
issues must be addressed. First, "there is a clear "readiness mr
del" implied in the above listings, suggesting that handicapped
children wili.be taught to do or not to do certain things in seg-
regated settings, and that 'once these ends are accomplished, the
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children' will be ready for the mainstream. Our suspicion is that
r vi large fraction of the handicapped population will never be
judged "ready" if the identified behaviors become prerequisites
for Mainstreaming. We will develop this point by discussing so-
cial skills.

As pointed out earlier, it is the reciprocity of social in-
teractions, their exchange on an equitable basis, that is taken. as
a key indicator of social skill4evel. But this paradigm makes
assessment of any child's skill dependent upon the behavior of so-
cial partners, and will invariably result in underestimations of
handicapPed children's performances in developmentally segregated
settings.

Some of the mo$t convincing evidence of the likely underesti-
mation of handicapped children's skill levels can be found in
treatment evaluation research. For example, in studies involving
autistic children from special education classrooms, it has been
shown that initial levels of performance do not predict children's
responsiveness to intervention. In fact, there have been several
children in these studies who engaged in no social behaviors prior
to intervention. On the first day of intervention, which offered
a more stimulating and responsive social environment than previ-
ously experienced by the children, profound social behavior
changes were evident with these "zero-le,vel" children (Strain et
al., 1979).

The basic message from both naturalistic and intervention re-
search pis quite clear. If maximum skill performance is to be por.:.
trayed, children must have the opportunities to perform. It seems
doubtful that such opportunities, requiring the presence of so.'.
cially responsive partners, can be made available in .developmen-
tally segregated classes.

Similarly, in an integrated classroom, judgments of handi-
capped children's social 'skill leVels are again dependent upon the
behavior of others. Although the social isolatioq and 'rejection
experienced by some handicapped children are partially based on
their lack of skill, the rejector must also be 'considered. In a
recent treatment evaluation study, three Mentally retarded boys
were mainstreamed with 24 nonhandicapped children. Prior to in- r1/4
lervention the three handicapped boys were judged on A sociometric
device to be the three lowest ranked children in the Class in
terms of social skills. Also, negative interacticinsObetween han-
dicapped and nonhandicapped children occurred at three to four
times the frequency of 'positive cbritacts prior to intervention.



The intervention, which involved no skill training for the hoe-
capped children, was designed to alter nonhandicapped children's
evaluation of their handicapped classmates. Specifically, the
boys were assigned as team captains in a group -competition game
with their, game efforts arranged to result in reinforcement for
the team members. Captains also handed out trinkets and edibles
awarded to team members. The intervention not only improved the
boys' sociometric ratings, but their interactions with nonhandi-
capped peers improved dramatically. These behavioral and socio-
metric changes were found to be maintained' bver a four-Week period
following the intervention. This study, along 'with other natural-
istic did intervention research, points to the necessity for and
the efficacy of altering peer behavior in mainstream settings to
facilitate interaction between handicapped and nonhandicapped
children (Strain, 1981).

*So

Skills Assessment
Accurate assessment of identified skills is a second predic-

tor of successful mainstreaming. If positive and maladaptive
child characteristics and .behaviors are to be part of the decision
to mainstream, unambiguous measurement must be available. In the
areas of classroom deportment and academic competence, the availa-
ble assessment methods are quite satisfactory. For :example, there
are dozens of .,direct observational protocols,- complete 'with behav-

e for category definitions and observational procedures for reliably
assessing such classrocim deportment skills as on-task and off-task
activity, compliance with requests, adherence to rules, and
teacher-pleasing responses. Likewise, many norm-referenced, diag-
nostic, criterion-referenced, and "unit tests" are *available to
assess children's levels of academic competence.

In 'the arena of social competence, hoWever, considerable dis-
agreement surrounds the type and quality of available assessment
procedures. The three most often used methods of assessment are
teacher nominations or rankings of children's skills; sociometric
or peer rankings; % and direct observations of children's skills.
The methods probably are best understood and' used when applied for
different clinical purposes. For example, teacher nominations or
rank-ordering of children along. a behavioral dimension (e.g.,
"plays with peers") are highly cost-effective in, screening candi-t!
dates 4for skill training. The information generated is not speci-
fic enough to be directly relevant to educational intervention.
Peer friendship nominations or rankings of acceptance' or rejection
provide -a-cost.afectiVe alternative to,, direct obserVation . In
situations where peer belfavior and, attitudes may directly affect a
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child's observed 'level of social skills (e.g., mainstream classes),
-sociometric procedures can help pinpoint specific child-child iA-
teraction patterns that should be targets of intervention. 'Obser-
vation'al methods, on the other hand, are Most effective when used
to select specific skills for training. Moreover, initial
vations can be used as a baseline or beginning level against which
to assess (through repeated observation) the impact of training.

The Child-Program Match
'he finarissue to be raised in regard to child characteris-

tics and behavior patterns concerns the obvious interaction be-
tween mainstream program variables and. individual child competen-
cies. Since there are probably as many mainstreaming models as
there are mainstreaming programs, it would be foOlhardy to suggest

.that a generalizable list of critical child behaviors exists.
Mainstream programs with, a low child-teacher ratio, access to con-
sultants, and individualized instruction may successfUlly inte-
grate youngsters with severe behavioral limitations. Programs
that are not so endowed may only 'be able to accommodate children
with slight developmental handicaps. Clearly, it is necessary to
consider the individual strengths and weaknesses of potential cli-
ents and those of the programs, and generalized decisions about
who should 'be mainstreamed, and where, are not possible.

INSTRUCTIONAL DECISIONS IN MAINSTREAM SETTINGS

Discussion of; instructional decisions in mainstream settings
fOous on these questions: 1) Are there particular, handicapped
child characteristics and behavior patterns MO dictate a partic-
ular instruction's' format (e.g.,. one-to-one, small-group, peer-
tutorifig)1? and. 2). Are there mainstream curriculum targets that
a partictilarly suited to handicapped children with certain char-
agteristics and behavior patterns?

Are There Particular Handicapped Child Characteristics and
Behavior. Patterns that Dictate a Particular Instructional
Forma0 t?

'Terhaps the most pervasive attitude that has restricted edu-
cators from exploring alternative instruciionalltrategies for 'di-
verse groups of children is the assumption that 'homogeneous group-

'
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ing is a desirable objective. Appropriately described by Lou
Brown (Brown et al., 1976) as the "logic of homogeneity," this at-
titude has precluded the development of feasible instructional
strategies for educating children with a variety of different in-
structional needs within the same classroom. The end result has
been restricted opportunities for both handicapped and nonhandi-
capped students to develop certain social, skills and attitudes
that are important to funct$on in a heterogeneous adult environ-
ment.

The existing instructional strategies for edticating groups of
children with a wide range of abilities and needs is quite lim-
ited. As a result, many regular and special educators often sur-
mise without empirical evidence that a particular instructional
format is the only viable means to teach children who have speci-
fic 'learning or behavioral characteristics. For example, one-to-
one training is generally regarded as the most effective method
for achieving optimal changes in behavior among severely handi-
capped learners. Recently, however, a need to consider group. for-
mats with 'severely handicappedchildren has been noted., and inves-
tigations of group instruction with these children have begun to
appear in the literature. This research has shown that with sys-
tematic training, the development of academic and.social behaviors
by severely- handidapped children can be effected in small groups
as *ell as in individual teaching situations. .11

Child characteristics and behavior patterns do not necessar-
ily dictate a particular instructional format. However, it has
been demonstrated that particular instructional procedures 'may be
more or less effective with particular curricular targets. Speci-
fic aspects of instructional procedures that have been shown to
positively influence child behavior include:

* the degree and frequency of teacher attention'
e.g., increasing independent work skills by gradually
fading teacher attention

* the nature and frequency of teacher instructions
e.g., giving clear, concise in§tructions only once, .

rather than repeating instructions and inadvertently
teaching the child that he or she does not have to comply
when initially instructed

* the type oe'corr43ction procedure
'e.g., physically prompting a correct response from a
child who has not developed general imitation skills
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* the type and frequency of reinforcement
etg., reinforcing a child for every correct response to
d elle:flop initial skill acquisition

* the degree of Individualization
e.g., identifying those objectives thixt are appropriate
for each child's skill level within a group instructional
format

* the nature and scope of instructional materials
e.g., selecting manipulative materials rather than pic-
tures to develop beginning skills in object recognition.

The match-up of specific instructiotil procedures with par-
ticular child characteristics and behavior patterns in the social,
deportment, and academic competency skill dornains has also been
reported in the research literature. In the area of, social skills
training, for example, the use of specific types of adult prompts
to play and the selection of various materials with which to play
have been shown. to foster social interaction among normally devel-
oping and handicapped preschoolers,

In the area of classroom deportment skills, a number of in-
structional techniques have been developed during the last decade
for increasing the feasibility of integrating even severely handi-
capped children into the educational" mainstream. In one reported
study, an autistic five-year-old was successfully mainstreamed in-
to a regular kindergarten when her social behavior, self-stimula-
tion, and compliance with teacher commands were targeted for in-
tervention. This was accomplished by the application of a system-
atic training procedure designed to gradually reduce the frequency
of teacher attention and reinforcement required' to maintain an ac-
ceptable level of behavior. Similar procedures have also been de-
veldped for teaching severely handicapped children to respond to
instructions in a group situation and to work independently within
a group without constant supervision.

In the area of academic competency, research in discrimina-
tion learning with moderate and severely handicapped children has
identified certain types of prompts that are more effective than
others for skill acquisition. For example, one researcher found
that although children never learned a disovimination 'task when
commonly used teaching prompts, Such- as pbinting and looking at
the correct stimulus, were employed, children illitered the dis-
crimination when instructional mattikiala were 4301111rged to emphasize
the salient features of the stimulus (egg., darkening the vertical
lines in the letters "d" and ,"p").

wag
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While particular child characteristics and behavior patterns
may dictate certain instructional procedures, these procedures may
be effectively implemented in a variety of different instructional
formats. The instructional environment of mainstream classes
should be sufficiently flexible to meet the individual needs of
all students singly, in small groups, and et masse.

It may ,be that a hierarchical instructional format is appro-
_ priate, with children moving from closely monitored instruction to

less directly controlled learning. Researchers working with se-
verely handicapped learners report that interventions based upon
gradually thinning the schedule of reinfOrcement and gradually in-
creasing the number of children in the group have produced large
increases in both verbal and nonverbal appropriate behaviors in
the classroom (on both previously learned skills and on new behav-

#iors learned in the classroc;m).

Many, integrated model demonstration programs have reported
the use of a variety of different instructional formats that re-
flect some ,kind of instruction) hierarchy. For example, stag-
gered placemeht of handicapped childreq has been used in model
demonstration programs. This procedure allows for needed ihten-
hive individualization prior to placement in less supervised i0-
structiOnal settings. Initial training in minimal oompetenoie
often-is given in a variety of "different settings with a, on
to-one adult/child ratio. During group instruction, one a ult' may
be assigned to directly intervene, as necessary on the han icapped
child's behavior patterns. As the child meets certain cri rion
levels of performance,' the teacher/child ratio is gradual .ad-,
justed.' This hierarchy is employed to ensure that the 'qf ild

that have been identified to be necessary for successf perfor-
mance in multiple-child instructional formats.

Reliably. Assessing
onal formats are used, the sessment of
Learning Characteristics I

Whatever Instructional
child characteristics and behavior patterns must b reliable and
efficiefit. Behavioral observational methods cur ntly appear to
be the most reliable way to assess.handicapped children's particu-
lar learning characteristics. Generally these assessment proce-
dures include Some variations of the following:

,10 an 'observation of the ghild'S performance on st'specific
sit* training task;

J ; .....



* the identification of possible learning characteristics
that require assessment;

* the design of an instructional format that will assess
whether or not the child demonstrates a particular learning
characteristic.

For example, the available evidence on the perceptual abili-
ties of severely handicapped youngsters suggests that some chil-
dren may have difficulty responding correctly to either auditory
or visual information. Taking this observed learning eharacteris-
tic ono step further, it hag been suggested that some children may
be "auditory" learners and other children may be "visual" learn-
ers. To discriminate between visual and auditory learners, each
child is trained on several visual and auditory tasks matched for
difficulty, and then a comparison is made of the rate of acquisi-
tion. Children who respond- more accurately to the auditory stimu-
li and require fewer trials to reach driterion on auditory prob-
lems than on visual ones are 'labeled "auditory learners," and
vice-versafor "visual learners," Once a reasonably stable learn."
ing pattern is determined, the children can than be assigned to
intervention programs with the highest probability of success.

_ Visual learners, for example, may be expected to progress more
rapidly in sign training than in. speech trainirig.

Validated assessment procedures for identif
child leatning characteristics are unfortunately n
available. The development of appropriate asses
and comparative research on how children with o
learning characteristics perform under different i
strategies will aid in predicting the most 'effective
procedures for a' giveil child .

4

ng a variety of
t readily
ent procedures

Main types of
structional
instructional

Are There Mainstream Curriculum Targets Partiou rly Suited to
Handicapped Children with Certain Characteristics and Behavior
Patterns?.

A child's success in a mainstreai classroom pends not only
on the acquisition of 'certain academic skills but o on the
acquisition of identified "survival" skills i.e., he social
and behavioral skills necessary to function sucoestsfully in the'
classroom. Curriculum goals thus should be comprised of skills
which will ensure success for handicapped children 'in the current
mainstream classroom as well as ensure success in future academic
and social learning situations.
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While a vatiety or curriculum models appear to include aca-
demic skills that are relevant forat least mildly handicapped
mainstream children, the vast majority of available curricula do
not 4Aoear to incorporate the target Ocilla of social competency
and classroom deportment. An example of this exclusioncan
found in a recently published review of curriculum models for Ore-
school mainstream progranis While social interaction and social
competency were mentioned by the authors as important components
of instruction, none of the curriculum models reviewed identified
the social area for training. .Classroom deportment target skills
were also not mentioned in any descriptions of curriplum models.

The need for these skills has b nifrequently cited, however,
in, the educational literature. The M on Early Childhood Pro-
gram, for example, asked kindergarten achers to list skills they .

thought handicapped children should be but were not --- able to
display upon entering- their classrooms. T se skills were subdi-
vided into the areas of pre-academic, language, social-survival,
and motor. The largest number of. skill deficits were reported in
the social-survival category. More than twice as/many social- .

survival- skills than language or pre;lacademic skills were listed.
The majority of the social-survival skills were.not tested during
kindergarten .screening or during standardized developmental as-
sessments..

- \
Recently, several researchers have recognized the need to in-

corporate school survival 'skills into curricula. Most_of this re-
, search has focused on' identifying the skills necessary for suc-

cessful mainstreaming and incorporating these target skills into-
curricula of current preschool programs for handicapped children.
This approach has been described by teveral researchers as the
"identification of the criteria of the next environment.". While
this emphasis on future educational environments should improve
the quality of education for hanleapped preschoolers and 'enhance
the likelihood of successful transitions to future environments,
there is- a current-Reed for curriculum development research to fO-
cue on curriculum targets for children already placed in main-
stream programs. N

..The following teaching procedures may be used to achieve
Mainstream curriculum target skills.

* For academic competency:
one-to-one instruction
individualized small-group instruction
individualized large-group instruction

5
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interactive instruction
peer-mOdeling
peer-tutoring

* For claisroom deportment: .

positive reinforcement of appropriate behavior through
contingent praise' and attention

peer-modeling with adult reinforcement
token economies
group contingency programs
individual contingency contracting

-* For social interaction:
positive reinforcement of play or social behavior through

contingent praise and attention
..Y

selection of certain types of play equipment
peer-modeling
peer-mediated social-skills training
direct training in sociodramatic play

SOME UNANSWERED QUESTIONS

.

Current assessment techniques, experimental designs, and eth-
ical restrictions preclude a decisive anawer to the question of
the relative efficacy of mainstream versus .developmentally segre-
gated programming. Careful analyses are nee8ed of the requisitesA,
for successful mainstreaming programs and the most relevant out-
come indices. Specifically, the following questions require at-
tention

* What outcomes accried to parents whose handicapped children
are.in 'mainstream settings?

* How do mildly lAandicapped students perceive their nonhandi-
capped classmates (as resources, as threats, neutrally?)

* What parent oil family constellation variables affect' the
decision to enroll a handicapped child in a mainstreaming
program?

* What long -term changes in attitudes and behavior are found
in. nonhandicapped children who have participated in pre-
school mainstream programs?
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* How can handicapped children (particularly the physically
handicapped) be taught to explain their disabilities to
nonhanditiapped peers?_

* How do mildly handicapped students from mainstream programs
perform., op high school graduation competency teats in com-
parison with peers educated in special classes?

SUMMARY

As the above' questions suggest, fiere isbmuch. to be learned
-about the processes and outcomes of mainstreaming. Like most edu-
eational innovations,..mainstreaming at the preschool level began
Without a sound research base and without a. careful analysis of
procedures necessary to produce positive outcomes. In a time,
marked by ever-increasing calls. for accountability and cost-
efficiency, that is pot 'a noble or` promising history. Nor is it a
history that must oidain the future. A good assessment of the
status quo is the necessary precursor to change. With an under-
standing ,f children's behavior during, and folloWing a preschool
mainstreaming experience, the next step .,generating sound 6mi-
denim to answer many of the questions and issues addressed in this
chapter -- can be taken.

That step will be costly and time-consuming. Today educators
must compete with defense contractors, road builders, and waste
management specialists for limited and limiting' 'resources. If we
fail to make the case for early education in this competitive mar-
ketplitele,-the questions surrounding mainotreaming of young handi,-.
capped children will never.be answered..

In summary, we would reiterate that within a context of poli-
cy supporting the opportunity for children to be educated' together
regardless of handicap, .the individual needs of children must be
recognized. Our .concein, with child characteristics. and outcomes
relate'd to mainstreaming applied to both hahllicapped and nonhandi-
capped children. The further esamination of child variables.' im-
provement of instructional formats and procedures, and refinement
of.ourrIculum targets .should' serve to benefit all children.
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Chapter 4

Parents and Preschool 'Mainstreaming

4

A

In an effort to examine the current relationship between par-
ents and mainstreaming, it is essential' to realize,that the empha-
ses on parent involvement and mainstreaming as programmatic goals
are fairly new. Therefore, only recently has attention been fo-
cused on the 1.elationship between parent attitudes and mainstream-
ing as an intervention strategy. The literature has consisted
priniaaly of.position statements, program reports, and some stud-

: ies at the Carolina Institute on' Research in Early Education for,
the Handicapped (completed 'within the last three years by
Turnbull, Rikacher-Dixon, and Winton).

Preschool mainstreaming is not a monolithic entity; nor are
parents a homogeneous population. Therefore, it is impossible to

'make generalizations that are valid for all progVams or parents.
Some differences that must be *considered include: the range of
program° alternatives for mainstreaming , staff-child ratio, staff
training, orientation of curriculum, availability of related sera-
vices, program philosophy, haat agencies, and sources of funding
that may affect or dictate program direction. Since mainstreaming
occurs .most frequently in traditional settings where nonhandi-.
capped children outnumber' handicapped children, this chapter will
focus on that type of situation.
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In light of the recent emphases. on mainstreaming and parent
involvement anii the limited amount of empirical information avail-
able, the inforination preserkted in this discussion. has bee tt drawn
from a group. of conference participants who pooled their Whowledge
from pertinent atrailable. research and their own clinical and per-
sonal experiences. In an effort. to explore various 'dimensions of
the relationship of parents to mainstreaming, several questions
were examined by the conference participants. Since Parents of
both handicapped and nohhendicapped Children are .affected by main-
streaming and in turn affect the mainstreaming effort, ;.the ques-
tions addressed both of then populationso Definitive answers are
not presented; nor Flo "ansvfers appear in any,order of importance.
The issues or possible joint of emphasis are presented for the .

reader's thoughtful consideration.
.

CONCERNS OF PARENTS OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

Concerns' and Impact of mainstreaming on parents can %.e chits--
sifted into three general interrelated categories: those relating
to the child, the staff,' and the parents' own experiences.

About Their Child

Parents may want the socialization provided for their child
by the mainstreaming experience yet fear that their child. will be \.
rejected by peers and regular education staff. Research indicates
that parents who choose mainstreaming do so because they want
their child to experience the "real world" through peer stimula-
tion, modeling, and interaction (Turnbull & Winton, in press).
However, thie awareness of the possible pain for the child caused
by exclusion, slurs, and labels may create for parents very real
ambivalence in facing such placement decisions. Parents may also
fear that the child's sensory or mental deficits may create frus-

. tration or failure when or if their child cannot keep up with his
or her peers. The potential damage to the child's self image and
sense of competence in such a situation means that parents may be
faced with conflicting needs regarding the child. From the per-
spective of a parent of a handicapped child, mainstreaming can
pose a ,major risk.

7,0 Many mainstream programs, especially reg)hlat day care or pub -
Jip may offer fewer related services than do specialized

*;

0
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settings. P.trents may be concerned that the mainstream option
will deprive their child of the related services or appropriate
physical environment necessary for the child to function optimally
in the educational program.

Sacializatioar, .educational, and physical, or medilal needs may
not all.be met equally well in any one particular setting. Par-
ents then are faced with theadditional stress of having to estab-,
lish a priority among all the needed and desired outcomes. Some-
times priorities the parents' establish for their chitd's develop-
ment may differ .with priorities established by professionals. In
such a situation, one parent noted that the additional stress
brought about by the criticism or judgment from the professionals
compounded the parent's problems. Poor decisions made by parents
regarding nonhandicapped children are seldom given as harsh judg-
ment as decisions regarding handicapped children.

In a study. of 31 parents whose handicapped children were en-
rolled in eithfir mainstream or integrated settings, Winton and
Turnbull (1981) noted the impact on .parents. One area of stress
for parents was the adjustment period experienced by their chil-
dren during the initial weeks of preschool enrollment. The types
of problems associated with this adjustment period included other
children's teasing; rejecting, or being afraid of the handicapped
child, or the preschool teacher's being unaccustomed to having a
handicapped child in his or her classroom. However, none of the
parents in the study described these adjustment problems as draw-
backs. Instead, they seemed,to feel that these adjustments were
Nitsolved over time. Some parents felt that adjustments their,
child had to make in order to cope with the stress.of the main-
stream were besft done at an early age.

Concerns About, Staff

Parents of handicapped children have numerOus concerns about
staff. in a 'mainstream. situation. The ratio.'Of staff to children,
.presence of. specialists and consultants,' and staff qualifications
and attitudes havy all been mentioned as variables of concern for
parents. Turnbull and Winton (in pipes) found that parents.of
handicapped children cited the resence of unqualified teachers in
the mainstream' setting as the atest drawbabk to mainstreaming.

TAie pregence of an unqualified teacher has obvious i ti 'lies-
tions for the child's instructional prograM, And it puts ail ion-,

al stress on the -parenta bedause they may be required to help the
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teacher understand and serve the unique needs of the handicapped
Child. If the staff has had limited Orono training or experience
working with special children, the parent often cannot relax and
feel confident that the educational and social needs of the child
will be adequately addressed. One parent noted the stress of hav-
ing to provide annual "in-service" training for her child's teachers
and recommended that agencies begin AO provide some training for
teachers and more continuity in the child's experience.

Mainstream settings (traditional or reverse) usually have
less staff per child ,than do special settings, and this will limit
the amount of staff attention to both child and parent. In many
specialized preschools, one staff member will be hired specifical-
ly to work with parents. Most public schools and regular main-
stream settings have limited or few auxiliary staff for such en- ,

deavors. The situation further compounds the parentstconcern
when limited staff time must be balanced against the need for more
assistance for the inexperienced or untrained teacher.

Attitude of 'the staff is ,perhaps the most crucial concern
parents have regarding the staff of a mainstream setting. Since
parents are aware that in the mainstream setting most staff mem-
bers have not elected to serve handicapped children, there is a

,natural uneasiness about the staff attitude toward the handicapped
child.

Concerns About Their Own Needs

Mainstreaming may .present more problems for parents of handi-
capped children than for the handicapped youngsters themselves.'
The extra time4ommitment required of parents of handicapped chil-
dren in the traditional mainstream setting has been frcquently
noted. For parents whose regular and routine family responsibili-
ties require additional trine because of the handicapped child, the
additional depletion (due to participation in a mainstream program)
of a limited resource such as time can prove quite stressful. Ex-
tra time may be required for the following activities: coordinat;-
ipg special services not provided in the mainstream setting; ori-
enting the staff to the child's unique needs and doing in-service,
training with' regular teachers whose skills for Working with han-
dicapped children are limited (some parents experience -a burn-out
situation as they face doing this job every year with a new
teacher); .providing supplemental instruction at home when the
child is unable to keep up in schCol; helping the child's rela-
tionships with nonhandicapped peers through participating in the
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classroom or through planning and implementing out-:4-sohool so-
.

idolization. experiences; and acting as an interpreter-and advocate
for the child's needs In terms of program funding or allocation of
resotirces. Furthermore, a feeling of separation or even an adver-
sarial relationship may develop between parents of handicapped and
parents of nonhandicapped children.

With these additional demands on time, it is not surprising
that some parents of handicapped children have been less than en-
thusiastic about volunteering in the ()lass or responding to offers
of training so they can wotk with their child at home (Winton &
Turnbull, 1981).

Parents who *feel a mainstream program may be appropriate for
their young handicapped child may fInd that locating regular pre-
schools willing to accept handicappecif children .is a difficult task.
With the exception of Head Start, publicly supported mainstream
preschools are limited. In most communities, there is no one per-
son or place where parents can go to learn about private preschools
receptive to handicapped children. Some parents have reported
'that searching for a mainstream preschool can be a lengthy and
painful process (Winton., Turnbull & Blocher, in. press).

Mainstreaming a handicapped child can 46ause a change in par-
ental perception or attitude toward"the child. One parent
mented: "Though I've known Ann was handicapped since birth,,:-.as
long as she was in a program with other handicapped children, I
never really had to face- it. Seeing' her with' normal' children this
year hit me very hard. I really oaw how far she was from the rest
of 'the children." .

Though such changes in perception may be inititly painful ,

for the parent, a more realistic perception of the child's func- .
tiOning can enable parents to have more appropriate expectations
and* can also &stiirve to motivate the parent to help the child *Lc-,
quire new skills. On the other hand, some parents may tend to be-
come discouraged by the dailyirminder t5f. their child's differ-
ences and tend to withdraw on begin a downward spiral of discour-
agement and lowered expectations. The need of all parents to per-
ceive their child positively- and to perceive themselves as ade-
quate parents is accentuated for parents of the newly mainstreamed

The support system for parents in the mainstream 'differs from
that availably in thelpeoialized setting. Professionals who have
not l?een trained in ipacial education may not be as empathetic of
understanding of the additional stress the handicapped child
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places on the family. Awareness of community resources and mater-
ials for the family may also be limited. Any dimiOlutio of prtr
tessional skills and attitudes as parents move from a pecialized
toy a mainstream setting will be experienced at a loss of support.
While such staff differences unquestionably hare imp cations for
the child, it must be noted that there is also significant impact
on the parent's .sense of security.

Parent-to-parent support has long been recognized as one of 'k'
the most valuable. aspects of parent involvement programs. The
sharing of concerrii, useful resources, and helpful tips has pro-
'vided enormous support, to many parents in their early years of ad-
justment to the presence of a handicapped child. Such groups can.
help parents resolve their personal feelings about parenting a
handicapped child and acquire' appropriate expectations and skills
to help their child. The removal of such support in a mainstream
setting' would be strongly felt.

,
.

In $' traditional mainstream. setting, the parents of handi-
capped children and the parents, of nonhandicapped children will.,,
share some but not all concerns;' The shelving may be a positive
experience for the parents of the handicapped children, but their
recogtnitiorttr of unshared concerns .may exacerbate their feelings of
alienation and loneliness.

Turnbull and Blacher-Dixon (1980) cite one parent. who had
stopped going to parent, meetings because of tremendous frustra-
tion. She attended a meeting plan.ned by the parents of nonhandi-
capped children, that was entitled "The Independent Three-Year-Old."

-As others sought means of tempering their childWbounding eager- -
Ais to make singu art decisions and assume household respOnsibili-

s, site stated silently 'Wept, yet wanted to scream out and
let them know owl would give anything for similar problems."

Profes onals may final that parents, as well as their handl-.
capped children, at times need exposure to and acceptance 'by the
mainstream; but they also need support from other:Parents 'Whose
concerns.,and experiences more. nearly match their own. Programming
for such parents may 'mean fostering a "both/and" 'rather than: m.4,I

"either/or" identification opportunity for th parents.
..,,

In summary, it has teen noted that ainstreaming has ti number
of aspects that may elicit either salutary Or problematic 'experi-
ences for parents of handicapped children. deatly, program .vari-
ables and parental differences mean that the same phenomenon is
not experienced by each parent. On balance, however, the scales
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seem.somewhat tipped against the parents' needs
In light of this trend, perhaps the most no
.als should recognize is tile possible paren
terest. The best placemer for the child
tisfactory for the parent. 'Piofessionals ma
ents by helping them recognize and validate
may' the an integral factor in long -term plan

eing met. In
e issue profession-

-child conniek of iv
y not be th most sa-

need to suppfArt. ar-
their own needs; this
ing for the family.

CONCERNS OF PARENTS OF NONHANDICAPPED CHILDREN

The research on perspectives parents .of nonhandicapped chil-
dren have toward mainstreaming is limited, and the results are
mixed. A majority of the public school parents surveyed in a.1979
Gallup Poll favored placing mentally- handicapped children in spe-
cial rather than regular classrooms. However, a survey of parents
of nonhandicapped children in mainstream kindergarten ..classrooms
by Turnbull, Winton, Blacher, and Salkind (in press) did not docu-.
ment a negative backlash. Rather, results indicatedthat parents
felt the greatest drawbacks to mainstreaming were those affecting
handicapped children; they also felt the itilibeatedt benefit was that
mainstreaming, helped their own nonhandicapped children learn about
the. differences in human growth and development. Perhkps parents
of kindergarten-aged children have more positive attitudes toward
mainstreaming 'becituse they feel their children are young enough to
be receptive'to differences and can learn acceptance before preju-
dice. Age of the mainstreamed children is certainly an important
variable whtin considering parent o terns.

Concerns About Their Child 0

Two child-related concerns have been mentioned by parents of
nonhandicapped youngsters: fears that their child will imitate
undesirable behaviors of 'handicapped peers, and fears that the
presence of the handicapped children might disrupt the class or
requjre extra time that would- result in an interference, with their
own child's education. The severity of the handicapping condition
or the 'presence of disruptive behaviors in the ha napped chil-
dren would certainly be factors affecting the extent to which the
parents of the nonhandicapped children would experience these con-
oerns.
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As me* tioned earlier, the survey by Turnbull, Winton, Blacher,
and Salkind suggests that tp,arents perceive the impact of main-
streaming on their nonhandicapped children to be positive rather
than negative.

,Concerns About Staff p
4

The emphasis on parental involvement mandated by P.L. 94-142
hlis the potential to change the nature of the relationship between
school staff and all parents. Issues related to standardized
testing, nature oYthe curriculum, teacher skills and attitudes,
and appropriate classroom placementoconcern all parents. As a re-
sult of the mandates of P.L., 94:142, regular teachers will.likely
become skilled at conducting IEP-tYpe conferences. These skills
;are likely to benefit nonhandicapped 'children' and their parents.
,,Supplemental resources provided for the .benefit of handicapped

hildren in the classroom (such as teacher aides) are also likely
to favorably affect the climate for all children.

On the 'other hand, in reverse mainstreaming (where nonhandi-
dapped children are. placed in special settings with handicapped .

children),, special education teachers may have low expectations Or
a teaching style which does not meet the needs of the nonhandi-
capped children. In addition, there may be limited attention paid
to creative activities such as dramatic presentations. If the ra-
tio of handicappO to nonhandicapped children is too great, there
may be a limited' number of stimulating' peers with whom the nonhan-
dicapped can interact: Lack of creative activities and absence AC
stimulating playmates were drawbacks to specialized preschools
identified by some parents of handicapped children interviewed by
Winton (Winton, Turnbull & Blacher, in press). In the sense that
reverse mainstreaming is "specialized" `'for the handicapped, the
same cciticisms may be valid there for-- parents of the nonhandi-
capped.

Tv -
'Concerns About Their Own Needs.

Though some. parents of nonhandicapped children may never be-
. come involved or interested in the mainstreaming program in their
child's classroom, those who do may experience certain benefits.
Exposure to handicapped children may create interest and desire ,
for information about handicapped children that may broaden these
parents' understanding of individual differences. This exposure
may even create some advocates for haridicapped children's rights
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among the nonhandioapped population. Through contact with the
parents of handicapped children, some parents of nonhandicapped
children may become aware of the common bond of joy and 10)1%140
their children.so that both sets, of parents feel more akin to each A

other.,

Some parents ef mainstreamed. handicapped children .report that
in some oases parents. of nonhandioapped children initially seem
uncomfortable and awkward around them. One parent stated.:.,

When I. first started.. taking Stephanie to
Cloverleaf Preschool, it was a little unusual
because I felt like most of. the parents didn't
speak to me. It was like they were afraid to
get involved in a conversation with me, or
they really didn't know how to deal with the
situation.

(Winton, Turnbull & Blaoher, in press)

In addition, mainstreaming may force parents to answer their
nonhandicapped children's questions about handicapping conditions.
If parents lack information necessary to answer such questions,
they may feel inadequate or awkward. Professionals should be
alert to wags they can overcome initial awkwardness and facilitate
information sharing between parents in mainstream situations.

In summary, mainstreaming presents to parents of nonhandi-
capped children a number of ohallenges.in.terms of adapting them-
selves and helping their children Adapt to individual differences.
The potential benefits for all children and for society as a whole_
were stated in a recent publication edited by Stixrud,(1982):

I think we always need to keep in mind that
it's not just the special needs children that
are benefiting from this -- the other children
benefit just as much. If we could rear a gen-
eration of people who would not turn their
heads when they meet somebody on the street
who looks a little differentqlirpm themselves
or who walks in a particular kind of gait, I-
think it would be a great humanitarian step
ahead. I would like to see Mainstreaming
really be thought about in terms of developing
arrattitude within the teachers and thereby
'within the children -- of a general acceptance
of people who have special needs.
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Helping those teachers,: children, and parents in, mainstreikM.,:set-
tinge best meet the challenge is one of the ,most'impOrtant lain'-
streaming issues.

STRATEGIES FaiiFACILITATING MAINSTREAMING

Two kinds of parent-oriented strategies for facilitating
mainstreaming can be described those that are initiated by pro-
grams to help parents, and those that can be initiated by parents
to help programs. A further distinction.can be made between those' '`f),
strategies that focus on preparation for entering a mainstream
setting and those that might be used in an ongoing fashion through-
out t..e 861.1°01 year.

Strategies for Preparing for the Mainstream

Since parents and children undergo an initial period of ad-
justment when a child is placed in a mainstream setting,,practi-
tioners should consider ways to prepare all those who will be in-
vgived.

*Eliminate anxiety about. a new experience ty providing advance
information.

One strategy for sharing information is to schedule an ()Men-
u tation meeting with all parefits before the preschool year begins.'

The parent of a visually impairedchild described the effect such
an introductory meeting had when her preschool son was main-
streamed. The meeting wag held in the spring before her son's en-
rollment in the fall. At this meeting the teachers told the par-
ent group that one of he incoming preschoolers was visually im-
pairs& and that his mother was happy to answer any questions about

°him. Only ,a few questions were asked then', but the teachefarre-
ixoted .that during their home visits over the summer every parent
brought:up the subject. The advantage of letting: the parents 'of
the nonhandicappedchildren know in advance that a handicapped
child would be in the class was that it gave them a chance (to .air
their concerns, to gather information, and to prepare.:their 'chil-
dren for the experience. An important part of this process was
that the staff felt. comfortable with, the situation and was able to
convey that to concerned parents.. Another factor that. macfecthis
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'strategy successful was that books for children and adults about
visual:impairments were available over the.ikummer and during the. .

fall,..for Who:were interested..

Preparing the-.:staff providing ;them with Information on the
child's handicapping 'donclitiOn and 'the resulting educational

islia clitiOal factor in getting ready. 'the 'logical
time Or this :to' -be done ts during, IEP oOnference. However,
for parents residing. in states. Without Mandated preschool educa-
don' for handicapped: children, 'the, imgetuk for such information
sharing' between the preschool staff, the Varents, and other spe-
claliste who know the :child well may .heye to come froin' parents.
SpeCific strategies to help parents prepare for IEP or .IEP -lie

.'oonfererices are: provided in1 Winton, TUrnbull and Blacher (ffl
press)

!Smooth the:Ivey by, aCquainting the liculdiaapp child with
the prescho51,pnvironment and what _will be ex ected of him
-or, her.

Arranging a visit to the classroom and Introottoing_ activities
at home that are,.0art-cf. the preschOol routine are ways to prepare
the handicapped child:ifor preachool., -For instance, if Pining up
to. go outside or .sitting 'quietly. In a chair and listening are 13e-
hitviors _expected; in the clatiarooM; practicing ,thOse activities at

:-:hoine will make: the classroom routine 'easier to learn. If the han-
diOapped ehilit.has behaviors that ob,Viously Will present problelns
in the classroom, worltAng,9* 'them before the school year begins
might prevent'"failure." Havirig teacheii. share, with parents the
techniqUes they.. wiU..use to handle these _behaviors: can help
enta decide on agproaches to take at home;

Parents may' want to help prepare their handicapped child. for
interacting with peers by. initiating some ,"get- togethers before
school "begins. Inviting. another child. over for ice Cream or for a
trip to the park is a way--of making sure there is a,.faMiliar, face
when school begins and may give the.hanniapped child experience
in fielding. questions related to his or her htiodicap.. Parents may
want to engage in role play with their child,:acting out potential
or .past unpleasant, experiences, alternative responses, and useful
behavior.

4
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Strategies for Providing Owing Support in the Mainstream

Constant monitoring and evaluation, are necessary in Srder to
provide frigoing support, with consideration of the following ques-
tions: Are goals being met? Is social interaction betwoen handi-
capped and nonhandicapped children taking place? Does the envi-
ronment meted to be adapted to better meet needs? Are tellihers,
children, and parents receiving the necessary. support to reach
the program's chosen goals?

*Teachers may need the support of specialists, materials,
aides, information, or extra encouragement.

The parents of a blind child described their actions in 03-
tainin special help for their child's teacher: .

Their son, enrolled in a private preschool
iiin a state -with ,

1),
t mandated preschool services,

very much nee.. the services- of an occupational
therapist. Neither the 'school nor the pareqts
could afford "such a specialist on a weekly ba-
sis. ThrOugh the local university, .the par-
ents contacted a student teacher interested in
special education, who (because their son's
preschool teacher was state-certified) was
able W do her student teaching at the private
preschool. The parents then hired an occupa-
tio al specialist on .an intermittent basis to
train th the teacher and the student teacher
in certain therapy techniques and to provide
follow-up eValuation. In this unique case,,
teacher, student teacher, parents, 'handicapped
child, and nonhandicapped classmates, all bene-
fited\ from the parents' creative response to -s-`_,
probl4T.

*Parents scan monitor their 'handicapped child's support needs
through classroom observation and conversations with their
child. 1.

Peer rejection and teasing and inability to participate i
certain activities because of access difficulties or modality-1
pairment' may omit'. The mother' of a visually impaired c de-
scribed her son's participation at group music time:

V.



Because tie wasn't aware of the body.move-
ments which accompanied' the songs, the boy's
'participation was limited. Working with him
at he with the same songs enhanod his en-
joyment of this activity. After this trief
training period , he understood why everyone
giggled at certain points in the songs and was
able to feel part .of the' gaiety.

*Handicapped children need the support of spending .time with
other handicapped children.

. :0

A parent whose five-ydar-old physi pally handicapped son had
formerly been mainstreamed but was at t at point attending a
special school for cerebral palsied childre gave this reason for
the change in schools:

He's pretty young to be tht,o one differ-
ent. He needs to see a lot of peo t le like.
'himself doing a lot.of productive th ng'ii be-
fore he can forge out there and be rusader
Rabbit.

(Winton, Turnbbll & Blacheren press)

For, the child who is mainstreamed, haying changes outside of
school to be with children with similar limitations may help the
child develop a clearer idith of his or her Own strengths and. weak-
nesses.

Another way of helping children understand handicaps (others'
as well as their own) is through stories, books, puppets, and
films about handicaps. Parents may have such resources that they
can. introduce to teachers for use in the classroom.

*Parents Need the Support of Opportunities to Interact with.
the Program.

Monthly parent coffees, potluck dinners, and school newslet-
ters are ways of building communiostion among parents. Providing
,skill training on topids with practiotd ailiplieation to all ohildre
Isuch as behavior .management) is another way programs can, help ,in-
tegrate parents. It is important that parents of handicapped'
children have opportunities to serve' on parent committees whose
decisions affect handicapped children. The mother of a physically
handicapped preschooler made use df such an opportunity:
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The' parent playground committeelat her daugh-
ter's cooperatrive playsohool was in r charge of
buying new outdoor equipment. Until this
smother raised the issue, the committee'never
thought about purchasing adaptive equipment
that her daughter .could use.

.

Parents of young handicapped "children prefer-to be inVolVed
in p rams through opportunities AO. talk frequently and, informal-
ly with their child's preschool. teaoher:.(Winton 11. Turnbull, 1981).
A give-and-take relationship between professionals and parents may
be one of the critical ways in which ongoing support is generated
and focused in mainstream settings. Clearly, there are no proven
formulae nor foolproof methods for ensuring the suczess of main-
stream experience; but open communication may be the or al
mechanism by which various strategies are matched with arising
needs.

.1

IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

Any discussion of future directions must take into account
the peculiar situation in which parents of, handicapped children
have been pt. because of the inconsistencies in policy makers'
messages rega ing their child's education,. Parents have been
told that handicapped children should live with their families and
receive community-based treatment. They havesbeen told that this
treatment must begin as early as possible to be most effective.

---Zublic Law 94-142 states that the education of handicapped chil-
dren shoadtake place in the least restrictive environment. The
policy emphasis on concepts such as_ deinstitutionalization and
mainstreaming have shifted the burden of caring for handicapped
children from the professional community to family members. Yet
because of budget cutbacks, parents are receiving less support as
they attempt to care for and educate their child in the mainstream.

The mother of a, moderately handicapped preschooler whose han-
dicap resulted from premature birth commented that she found it
ironic that our society invests in the finest modern medical tech-
nology td save the lives of tiny premature babies yet is. unwilling
to allocate funds, for the finest educational opportunities and ad-
equate support to families struggling to enhance those children's
growth and development.
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Professionals and parents must encourage decision makers to
allocate resources tp support parents and help alleviate the iden-.
Allied areas of stress associat a. with mainstreaming. Specific
`recommendations include the llowingl

* Alleviate the stress associated with searchin for an a
propriate mainstream school. A single oommun ty agency
should be respdnsible for compiling information on area
preschools that could be disseminated to various parent or-

..ganizations, clinics, and professionals in contact with
families of handicapped preschoolers.

* Provide more special education support and training to early
childhood. regular education teachers so that parents will
not have to conduct in-service training. Teacher training
programs may need to be expande from four to five years,
and systematic in-service programs for teachers must be de-
veloped that provide information on handicapping conditions,
ed ational implications, analyzing tasks, individualizing

struetion , and conducting paren.t-teaoher-specialists con-
ferences. In ,addition, specialists and aides should be
available to teachers.

Help parents find out about and coordinate the various com-
munity services 'available to handicapped children. A com-
munity clearingholise could be established where parents
could obtain this kind of information. In addition, other.
parents of hltndicapped children could serve as advocatep or
case managers and help newer parents negotiate the system.

*

Directions for Researoh

Many of the parents of young .handicapped:childr n who select
a mainstream preschool for their child do so .because they believe
the eXposuere will prepare their. child kr the "real Avorld.;" Lon-
gitudinal data are lacking 'rich. cola fiddress quebtions related
to this' assumption, such afar "e.

.

Do mainstreamed, preschoolers remain ,in mainstream -t dude-
tional settings An- upper grades?,

.

* Do adjustment periods. to new mainstream settings. lessen In
intensity or.distippear a the mainstreamed..child moves
'through the educational. system?
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* In what .way are,parents' values related to the choice, to
mainstream?

* Do nonhandicapped children who experience mainstreaming at
the preschool level demonostrate an increased understanding
and tolerance of differences? Do their parents?

,
*,Do parents of nonhandicapped whO experience main-

,streaming demonstrate advocacy on behalf of the handicapped
as a result of their child's experience?

Until information is available that can help answer' such ques-
tions, parents who are choosing mainstreaming for their child's
sake and perhaps sacrificing attention to some of their own needs
in the process may be opepating under 'false assumptions about the
benefits of mainstreaming,.
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